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1 Introduction

The spillovers of research and development (R&D) are one of the most cited motivations for
government intervention in the markets for innovation. Ideas generated by one firm may lead
other firms to create other new ideas, a phenomenon that can lead to a suboptimal investment
in R&D (Nelson 1959; Arrow 1962). Understanding the magnitude of R&D spillovers and
how they permeate geographic space (across firms) and technological space (across ideas)
has been a longstanding empirical question with many theoretical and practical implications
(Griliches 1992; Bloom et al. 2019).1 Despite this importance, empirical evidence on the
magnitude and nature of R&D spillovers has been remarkably thin.

In practice, governments frequently attempt to generate spillovers by awarding R&D grants
to small businesses to develop specific technologies. Typically, a funding agency announces
priority technologies that they would like to see developed, and then award competitive
grants to the most promising small businesses that apply.2 In this paper, we examine such a
program with a novel empirical design to provide new evidence on the size of R&D spillovers
and to whom these spillovers accrue.

The US Department of Energy’s (DoE) Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) program
serves as our empirical setting and is emblematic of many governments’ venture-like R&D
programs. The DoE SBIR supports “innovation through the investment of Federal research
funds in critical American priorities.” These technological priorities range from light sensors,
to fuels, to high performance computing software, and are described in Funding Opportunity
Announcements (FOAs). Notably, all DoE SBIR applications must respond to a specific
FOA. To measure how grants awarded via FOAs ultimately lead to new ideas, we follow
a long line of related work (Griliches 1998) and use patenting rates at the US Patent and
Trademark Office (USPTO) as our focal measure of inventive output.

We identify the magnitude of spillovers across geographic and technological space by estimat-
ing how SBIR grants ultimately lead to new patents that are (1) produced by inventors and
firms located further and further away from a grant recipient, and (2) focused on technolo-

1Such spillovers may be due to externalities (e.g., uncompensated “knowledge spillovers” or business-
stealing effects) or market-based transactions (e.g., licensing or consulting contracts). Externalities are
important since they can lead to over- or under-investment in R&D (Jones and Williams 1998; Bryan and
Lemus 2017). All spillovers are important when policymakers have preferences over where in geographic
or technology space progress occurs, or when understanding the diffusion of ideas is important (Coe and
Helpman 1995; Eaton and Kortum 2002).

2The focus on small businesses can be linked to the unique frictions they face (Holmstrom 1989; Lerner
2009; Howell 2017) and the outsized role of young firms in growing the economy (Haltiwanger et al. 2013).
The focus on specific technologies can be linked to distortions in how firms choose the direction of their
research (Bryan and Lemus 2017).
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gies more and more different from the technologies targeted by FOAs. Our results indicate
that, for every one patent produced by grant recipients due to a marginal increase in SBIR
funding, we expect an additional three patents to be produced by other inventors across
the US and around the world (none of whom directly received a grant). Our results imply
that US-based firms and inventors are responsible for roughly 60 percent of the net patents
generated by this program. Moreover, many of these new patents are topically quite distant
from the technologies initially targeted by FOAs. The R&D spillovers from these grants
reach far across geographic and technological space.

Despite the central role of spillovers in motivating R&D funding, evidence on their magnitude
has been limited due to two major challenges. The first is a measurement challenge and
relates to connecting inputs to outputs in a way that uncovers whether or not spillovers
have occurred. In our setting, we must be able to capture the possibility that, for example,
an SBIR grant to a firm in New Hampshire to develop a tool for detecting hazardous waste
underground might ultimately help other inventors around the US, and even abroad, develop
new tangential technologies, such as storing thermal energy in aquifers.3

Prior approaches addressing this measurement challenge have largely relied on one of two
methods. The first uses citation linkages between patents as a proxy for spillovers (Jaffe
1986; Jaffe et al. 1993).4 The second reframes the challenge as one of identifying peer effects
(e.g., Manski 1993) and constructs “spillover matrices” that impose structure on the way
in which each firms’ R&D investments can influence others along dimensions of geographic,
technological, or product market proximity (Bloom et al. 2013). We offer a new approach by
using a combination of methods employed in the spatial economics literature (Clarke 2017;
Feyrer et al. 2017; James and Smith 2020) and natural language processing tools to capture
spillovers more flexibly. Our approach avoids imposing a fixed spillover matrix or relying
on citation data and makes no a priori assumptions about how “far out” in geographic and
technological space spillovers from SBIR grants may permeate.

The second core challenge to identifying spillovers is handling the endogeneity of R&D in-
vestments. In our setting, neither the technological areas targeted by FOAs nor the firms
awarded the federal grants are randomly selected. There are likely unobservable differences
in the supply of and demand for technologies that the DoE prioritizes. Moreover, firms of
higher unobservable productivity will likely be able to obtain more SBIR funding.

3This example is based on the experience of SBIR grant recipient Subsurface Insights, LLC
(www.subsurfaceinsights.com).

4See Alcácer et al. (2009) for more on the limitations of the “front page” citations-as-spillovers assumption,
and Bryan et al. (2019) for recent work exploiting the, likely more informative, “in-text” citations as evidence
of spillovers.
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We isolate plausibly exogenous variation in R&D funding by leveraging the presence of non-
competitive SBIR matching policies that vary across states and time. In some US states,
when a firm wins a federal SBIR award their state government automatically awards them
additional funds (Lanahan and Feldman 2015). We use variation in these policies to identify
“windfall” investments into technological areas that are arguably unrelated to any (unob-
servable) supply or demand shocks also driving R&D investments and patenting rates. To
illustrate, consider two equally productive firms that are located in different states. Further,
assume these firms respond to two separate FOAs focused on two different technologies,
where the supply of and demand for both technologies are the same. If both firms win an
SBIR award, but one firm is located in a state with a match policy, then additional funds
will be invested (exogenously) in the technology pursued by that firm. We show evidence
that this thought experiment often plays out in practice – states with match policies do not
appear to be disproportionately populated by especially productive (or unproductive) firms
pursuing especially productive (or unproductive) technologies.

In the process of estimating R&D spillovers, we estimate the cost-effectiveness of SBIR funds
in terms of the marginal cost per patent. Fortunately, we have a solid benchmark from Howell
(2017) to compare our results. She uses the rank-order funding protocols for a subset of the
DoE’s SBIR program to create a sharp regression discontinuity and finds clear evidence that
these grants enable firms to innovate. A conservative interpretation of her estimates – which
focus just on grant recipients – imply a marginal cost per patent of about $1.2 million, which
is very close to our estimates and gives us confidence in our empirical design.5

Altogether, we present a novel research design for tracing how R&D spillovers diffuse over
both geographic and technological space. Though we are not the first to tackle the aforemen-
tioned measurement and identification challenges. Two closely related papers that inspire
our approach are Bloom et al. (2013) and Azoulay et al. (2018). Bloom et al. (2013) focus on
large public firms and use spillover matrices and R&D tax credits in their research design. By
combining R&D investment data with key data on products and revenues, they provide novel
results on the presence of both positive (across geographies and technologies) and negative
R&D spillovers (within product markets). Product and revenue data is not available for the
vast majority of inventors in our analyses, so we cannot investigate product market rivalries
per se.6 But our focus on targeted R&D grants (as opposed to technology-agnostic R&D

5Other investigations of the SBIR program, which are mostly not able to empirically study the spillovers
created by the program, include Lerner (2000); Wallsten (2000); Audretsch (2003); Gans and Stern (2003);
Toole and Czarnitzki (2007); Link and Scott (2010); National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and
Medicine (2020), and Lanahan et al. (2021).

6Although, our estimates do incorporate any business stealing effects that occur up to the patenting
stage of R&D.
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tax credits) and our use of the universe of USPTO patents (instead of only those awarded
to large public firms) provides new evidence on how public R&D investments can be used
to shape the direction of invention. Azoulay et al.’s (2018) research design also isolates
windfall funding that varies across targeted technological areas, where their “technologies”
are instead diseases and scientific topics. Using this variation with a combination of citation
links and natural language processing tools, they show that spillovers across scientific fields
play a substantial role in how grants eventually translate to inventions. We build on this line
of work by separately exploring geographic and technological space and focusing on more
applied grants in the energy sector.

Moving beyond our causal estimates, we explore the correlates of the magnitudes of R&D
spillovers across different regions. That is, we ask what might account for the variation in
how different regions benefit from the R&D performed by SBIR-funded firms. Notably, we
identify a new, important predictor of how much a region benefits from R&D spillovers.
Our findings in this exercise provide some interesting questions and directions for future
research.

We proceed as follows. Section 2 provides detail on the setting and primary data sources. It
also outlines how we use natural language processing tools to connect the inputs (grants) and
outputs (patents) of the focal production function we estimate. There, we also describe how
we use the matching polices to isolate exogenous windfalls of funding. Section 3 describes
the empirical model, which builds on the “knowledge production function” first introduced
by Griliches (1979), and incorporates spillovers across geographic and technological space.
Section 4 reports the main results on the size of R&D spillovers and to whom they accrue.
Section 5 reports the findings from our search for the correlates of spillovers. Section 6
concludes by connecting our findings to ongoing literatures and offering some economic and
policy implications.

2 Setting and Data

This section describes the empirical setting, relevant policies, and how we construct the data
for our empirical analysis. We detail: the DoE SBIR program including how they solicit
applications and grant funds (Section 2.1); the State Match programs that award extra
noncompetitive funding to federal SBIR winners (Section 2.2); the US Patent and Trademark
Office (USPTO) patent data and the classification scheme used to categorize patents (Section
2.3); how we use natural language processing to merge the SBIR and patent data (linking
inputs to outputs) and create technology-level data for empirical analysis (Section 2.4);
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and finally, summary statistics of the multiple data sets (Section 2.5). Appendix B details
additional data sets we use to observe or estimate geographic distances, travel costs, and
other characteristics of countries and US counties.

2.1 The Federal SBIR Program and the Department of Energy

Since its enactment in 1982, the US SBIR program has allocated over $40 billion to support
early-stage innovation by small businesses. It is emblematic of R&D subsidy programs
administered by many countries worldwide.7 The DoE is one of eleven federal agencies
participating in the SBIR program and is currently awarding roughly 250 firms a total of
about $200 million per year.

The DoE SBIR solicitation and award process is as follows. One to three times per year, the
DoE releases a Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) that outlines technological ar-
eas of interest, referred to as “topics”. To be eligible for funding, applicants must sufficiently
align themselves with the objectives of a particular topic in an active FOA, with FOAs typ-
ically including about fifty unique topics per year. Topic descriptions are roughly five to ten
paragraphs of text outlining the specifics of the technology that the DoE is interested in de-
veloping. Each office within the DoE is responsible for producing a set of topics contained in
an FOA. Currently, the DoE SBIR program spans twelve offices,8 with topics ranging across
a broad range of energy-related initiatives including those that may not immediately come
to mind when thinking of “energy,” including high-performance computing, cybersecurity,
and precision measurement tools.

Only private US-owned firms with less than 500 employees are eligible to apply for SBIR
funding. Proposals are subject to an internal review to ensure there is sufficient alignment
between the proposed activities and the FOA topic the firm is responding to. Then follows
a competitive, external peer review process where at least three industry experts review the
proposal’s technical and commercial merits. Recipients receive the first award, a Phase I
grant that provides six months of support and typically $50,000–$250,000, which is intended
to support development of a proof of concept. Phase I recipients are then eligible to compete
for Phase II grants, which offer two years of support and typically $750,000–$1 million.9

7Upwards of 17 countries have copied some structures of the SBIR program (see: tny.sh/sbirworldwide).
8The offices participating in our data include: Electric Delivery and Energy Reliability, Energy Efficiency

and Renewable Energy, Environmental Management, Fossil Energy, Nuclear Energy, Defense Nuclear Non-
proliferation, Advanced Scientific Computing Research, Basic Energy Sciences, Biological and Environmental
Research, Fusion Energy Sciences, High Energy Physics, and Nuclear Physics.

9Roughly eight percent of grants are awarded via the Small Business Technology Transfer (STTR) pro-
gram, which requires a partnership between the small business applicant and a nonprofit research institution.
We lack a strategy for separately identifying the effect of grants via this channel, so we aggregate all funding
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The process of selecting FOA topics and recipient SBIR firms is by no means random.
DoE program managers attempt to solicit applications for developing technologies that have
a significant potential for impact. Conditional on the set of applicants, the peer-review
process attempts to direct funds toward firms with the most potential success. This likely
leads to endogeneity issues, which we attempt to circumvent by leveraging the presence of
the matching programs that are active in different states.

2.2 SBIR State Match Programs

Since 1984, some US states have enacted policies intended to complement the federal SBIR
program by awarding additional funds to firms that receive an SBIR grant. Lanahan and
Feldman (2015) outline the origins of these match programs and how they operate. Following
their methodology, we identify the SBIR match programs for all states up to 2018.10

Figure 1 documents the growth of these policies over time, with 15 states having a program in
2018. Most states tend to maintain the program after initial adoption. On average, 7 percent
of DoE SBIR grant recipients are eligible for a state match, though with program diffusion
in recent years, this increased to 17 percent in 2018. The size of these matches ranges from
$25,000–$105,000 for Phase I awards and $50,000–$500,000 for Phase II awards.

These state policies are at the core of our research design. We discuss how we use them in
combination with some plausible, data-supported assumptions to isolate exogenous variation
in R&D funding in Section 3.2 below.

2.3 Patents and Technology Indexing

We follow a long line of economic studies of invention and rely on patent activity as our
measure of technological progress. We source the universe of USPTO patents from 1997 to
2018 using the USPTO’s PatentsView database. This contains patent details such as the
application year, the title and abstract text, and disambiguated tables of individual inventors
and firm assignees as well as their geographic locations.11

through both the SBIR and STTR channels into a single measure of “SBIR” funding.
10We exclude a small number of states’ programs that involve competitive elements (e.g., peer review)

since our identification strategy assumes that these matching funds are automatically awarded to all federal
grant winners. Despite much effort, we cannot observe the actual amount of match funds awarded to firms
since states’ records are very incomplete. Still, we know how much match funding a recipient should have
received, which motivates our interpretation of the empirics as an intent-to-treat analysis.

11Patents are often used as a proxy for innovation in policy communities, and a recent in-depth case
study supports the assumption that patents are useful metrics of “real” technological progress (Igami and
Subrahmanyam 2019). Furthermore, they are often referenced as a primary measure of success by the SBIR
program itself (i.e., see slide 4 of the SBIR program overview slides here: tny.sh/sbirprogramslides).
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Accounting for all firms in the PatentsView data and the five largest federal SBIR agencies,12

roughly 49 percent of firms that ever receive an SBIR award ever obtain a USPTO patent
between 1997 and 2018 (before or after the SBIR award). However, roughly 1 percent of
firms ever assigned a patent receive an SBIR award at some time.

Importantly, PatentsView also contains data on the unique Cooperative Patent Classification
(CPC) terms assigned to each patent. This classification scheme is used to organize patents
according to the technical features of their content. The CPC terms effectively discretize
technological space into over 250,000 unique concepts that are organized into a five-level
hierarchy. Of use to our design is the feature that the USPTO retroactively assigns the most
recent and detailed CPC scheme (as of 2018) to all prior patents. For reasons we detail
below, we use the “main group” level of the hierarchy, which contains 10,686 unique terms,
as the units of analysis in our regressions. On average, a patent is assigned five to eight CPC
main groups.

2.4 Technology-level Data on R&D Investments and Patents

Our empirical model relates the aggregate investment of SBIR funds targeted at particular
technologies to the eventual aggregate flow of patents that are related to those same technolo-
gies. Our approach centers on using the CPC scheme to index technological space much like
how US ZIP codes index geographic space into discrete units. However, also much like ZIP
codes, the CPC scheme was not developed with empirical researchers in mind. Therefore,
our approach attempts to avoid relying on the CPC scheme in a manner that may produce
spurious results (e.g., Thompson and Fox-Kean 2005).

As discussed in Section 2.1, the DoE invests in technologies through their use of FOAs and
the topics described therein. Moreover, as discussed in Section 2.3 all patents are assigned
CPC terms that describe their technical content. Since patents are already assigned CPC
classes, our goal is to infer which CPC classes most closely align with each FOA topic. With
this information in hand, then, loosely speaking, if we observe $1 million awarded through
a particular FOA topic, we know in which CPC classes to “look” for new patents.

Our process of linking FOAs to CPC classes is outlined in detail in Appendix A. What follows
is a brief summary. First, we use a combination of standard optical character recognition
software and hand coding to digitize DoE’s FOAs and parse each FOA into the separate
topics. In the second step, we take the five to ten paragraphs of text that describe the

12Department of Defense (DOD), Department of Energy (DOE), National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration (NASA), National Institutes of Health (NIH), and National Science Foundation (NSF). These
agencies account for approximately 85 percent of federal SBIR funding over our study timeframe.
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objectives of each FOA topic, and compare the textual similarity of these descriptions with
the abstracts from all USPTO patents applied for between 1997 and 2004 (a period pre-
ceding our sample of FOAs).13 Using methods now commonplace in text analyses (term
frequency–inverse document frequency weighted n-gram cosine similarity), we estimate a
numerical similarity score between each FOA topic and each patent. This approach assumes
that if an FOA topic and a patent abstract both use words that are very uncommon else-
where in each corpus, then the two are likely referencing the same technologies. Throughout
the paper, we refer to technological distance as the inverse of this similarity.14 Appendix A.3
contains three examples of FOA topics and the most similar CPC terms matched to those
topics.

An important assumption of our approach is that CPC classes describe the entirety of tech-
nological space. Motivated by Thompson and Fox-Kean (2005), we deviate from prior work
(e.g. Jaffe et al. 1993) and do not assume that the specific hierarchical structure of the CPC
contains any information. In other words, we do not assume that two classes located next
to each other in the hierarchy are more technologically similar than other classes.

By instead using natural language processing techniques, we offer a new methodological
approach to estimating patent-based R&D spillovers that is less dependent on the structure
of the patent classification system. This methodology could be applied to any setting where
the researcher observes input and output data that are not classified in the same way, but
where text descriptions of the units of observation can be used to generate a crosswalk (e.g.,
mapping product descriptions into technology space).

2.5 Summary Statistics

Table 1 contains summary statistics of the DoE SBIR program, state match programs, and
patent activity. We report annual averages for our full sample, which spans 1997–2018.
The Federal DoE SBIR program releases about 50 FOA topics annually, typically awarding

13The choice of this timeframe poses the possibility of a precision-bias tradeoff: the more, and more recent,
years will incorporate information that truly reflects the underlying connection between each word in the
FOAs and each CPC. However, it also increases the risk we incorporate information that arises endogenously
because, for example, when an SBIR grant recipient writes the abstract of their patent, they may use verbiage
from the FOA topic related to their grant even though those words may not actually reflect the technical
content of the invention. We are not very concerned with this particular issue because (1) patent applicants
face legal threats if they incorrectly describe the nature of their invention, and (2) our discussions with DoE
SBIR program staff never raised such a concern. Still, we use only the first 8 of our 22 year sample to
estimate these similarity scores to avoid the likelihood of such problems, obtaining very similar results when
we vary this window.

14This approach of using text similarity to connect units in technology-space has been shown to be an
effective way to quantify economically meaningful concepts (e.g., Azoulay et al. 2018; Myers 2020).
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roughly $1.7 million per topic. Conditional on receiving any award, firms receive about 1.8
awards per year, totaling roughly $780,000. Approximately one-quarter of DoE SBIR awards
are Phase 1 grants, with the remaining three-quarters awarded via Phase 2 grants.

Approximately 7 percent of firms winning awards are eligible for a state-based match, with
roughly 18 percent of FOAs awarding a grant to one of these firms in a match state.15

Roughly half of all firms that ever receive an SBIR award ever obtain a patent, and roughly
1 percent of all firms in the USPTO record ever receive an SBIR award. Focusing only on
years after a firms’ first SBIR award, grant recipients average 0.5 patents per year, with all
patent flows showing a high degree of skewness.

Across the roughly 10,000 CPC levels we focus on, SBIR firms make up a very small per-
centage of the total patents in that CPC level (approx. 0.2%). However, counting all of
the firms and inventors located in the same US counties as SBIR grant recipients, which
includes about 700 of the roughly 3,000 counties, covers roughly 90% of US-based patents.16

The domestic-foreign split of firms and inventors receiving USPTO patents over this period
is roughly 50–50.

3 Research Design

Our goal to estimate the magnitude of the R&D spillovers created by the DoE’s SBIR
program. Our approach is to first estimate the marginal product of funding, in terms of
producing patents, and then evaluate how the marginal product depends on (1) whether
the patents are produced by SBIR grant recipients, or inventors and firms some geographic
distance away from the recipients, and (2) whether the patents are closely aligned with the
technological objectives of an FOA, or the content is some technological distance away from
those objectives. If it appears that SBIR funding is absolutely more productive (i.e., the
SBIR-$ cost per patent declines) as we expand the set of firms and inventors or technologies
included in our analyses, we will infer that to be the result of R&D spillovers.

15Ideally, we could observe how firms use SBIR and match funds. Unfortunately, access to virtually all
relevant federal data and most state data is infeasible. However, administrators in North Carolina (where
a match policy is in place) shared results with us from an internal survey of recipients. With the caveat
that these data are based on firms receiving SBIR awards from all federal agencies (not just the DoE), they
indicate that roughly 50% of the matching funds are spent on wages, which is in line with Howell and Brown
(2020). About 25% of funds are spent on equipment, supplies, or facilities. It also appears that no more
than 5% of these state match funds are spent on patent-related costs. As far as we can infer from these data
and other states’ regulations, it does not appear that receiving state matching funds changes any incentives
or costs surrounding patenting.

16For more on the geographic distribution of US inventive activity, see Forman et al. (2014).
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3.1 Baseline Model

We focus on estimating a knowledge production function (Griliches 1979), which relates an
annual flow of patents to a stock of R&D investments. Researchers have been regressing
patent rates on R&D input for decades, but unlike most prior work where the units of
analysis are firms or inventors, our units of analysis are the technological areas where firms
and inventors operate, which are indexed by the CPC classes.17

We use a Poisson model to describe the expected count of ultimately successful patent
applications Y in each CPC class j during year t as a function of the current stock of R&D
investments K:

E[Yjt |Kjt] = exp
(
log(Kjt)β + τt + ωjt

)
, (1)

where β is the focal productivity parameter to recover and τt are year-specific intercepts
that condition out aggregate year-to-year fluctuations and also handle the right censoring of
our data (investments in year t can only lead to more patents in the current and 2018 − t
succeeding years). ω is a parameter that captures productivity shocks that are unobservable
to us (i.e., the value of patenting in each class at a particular time).18

We construct the stock of investments Kjt using standard perpetual inventory methods.
In our main specifications, we do not discount to produce conservative estimates. In the
Appendix, we report additional results using alternative discounting assumptions to provide
some suggestive evidence as to the degree of production lags. To construct the flow of patent
output in each CPC class, Yjt, we divide one by the number of CPC classes assigned to each
patent (which typically ranges from five to eight) and sum over all patents by each CPC
class. Thus, Yjt = 1 indicates a flow of one “patent’s worth” of output in CPC class j in year
t.

As previewed in the introduction, we face two major econometric challenges for estimating
Eq. 1: (1) accounting for the endogenous allocation of SBIR funds that would give rise
to a correlation between Kjt and (the unobservable) ωjt; and (2) capturing spillovers across
geographic and technological space. The remainder of this section describes how we approach
these challenges and calculate the implied magnitude of R&D spillovers in this setting.

17Popp (2002) may be one of the first to estimate technology-level regressions that relate inputs and out-
puts within some predefined portions of technology space. Azoulay et al. (2018) also estimate a technology-
level production function, though their technologies are grouped around biomedical topics.

18Eq. 1 does not structurally describe firm- or inventor-level production, but rather aggregates these de-
cisions into a technology-level relationship to estimate the magnitudes of spillovers across both technological
and geographic space.
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3.2 Identification withWindfall Funding from the Match Programs

When estimating Eq. 1, we face the possibility of selection bias. As previously discussed,
Federal SBIR investments are not made at random, but rather with some knowledge about
their expected productivity (i.e., the probability they will lead to new patents and spillovers).
In our model, these (unobservable) shocks are reflected in the ωjt term. If these shocks are
correlated with SBIR investments (i.e., E[ωjt |Kjt] 6= 0), then we cannot recover an unbiased
estimate of β.

To circumvent this concern, we make use of the aforementioned non-competitive State Match
programs. The varied presence of these policies across states (and time) generates variation
in the amount of state-based R&D funding that ultimately is invested in each CPC class-
year observation. We argue that a subset of this variation yields “windfalls” of R&D funding
across CPC classes only because of their differential exposure to the match policies. The
key identification assumption we make is that the firms located in states with SBIR match
programs are not abnormally productive compared to firms in other states, and are not
responding to FOAs that are focused on technologies with abnormal underlying supply or
demand. If this is true, then we can isolate these windfalls for estimating of Eq. 1 and
recover an estimate of β that is less likely to be biased by endogenous selection of R&D
funding. The following three subsections overview our approach by: (1) describing how we
isolate windfall investment; (2) providing evidence supporting our assumptions that these
policies are plausibly exogenous; and (3) discussing the interpretation and generalizability
of this approach.

Estimating the Windfall Funding

Leveraging the state match programs is not straightforward because the policies operate by
multiplying endogenous federal investments. This means that when more federal grants are
awarded via a particular FOA, the corresponding CPC classes will, by construction, also
receive more total matching funds on average. Thus, we must separate which of the state-
based investments are a direct function of certain FOAs receiving more federal dollars versus
the so-called windfall dollars that arise only because of a differential exposure to certain
state match policies.

We isolate these windfalls of funding by treating them as residuals in a FOA-level regression
that predicts total state-based funding as linear, year-specific functions of federal funding.
Appendix C.1 outlines this approach in detail. Thus, FOAs and their corresponding CPC
classes will be said to have received larger (smaller) windfalls of funding if the total amount
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of state-based funding was above (below) the average amount of state-based funding one
would expect given the amount of federal funding observed.

Because these windfalls are based on residuals, they take both positive and negative values.
Thus, the standard logarithm transformation of the R&D stock (log(Kjt) in the knowledge
production function is not possible. To circumvent this problem, we approximate the log-
arithm transformation by dividing R&D stocks by the sample average. Formally, our main
estimating equation is now (ignoring the unobservable ωjt terms):

E[Yjt |Kjt] = exp
(Kjt

K
θ + τt

)
, (2)

where K is the sample mean of the R&D stocks. This transformation approximates a log
transformation in terms of the coefficient estimated (i.e., θ ≈ β).19

Evidence of State Match Exogeneity

Our identification approach relies on the fact that the CPC classes that the DoE invests in will
be differentially exposed to the state matching policies. Specifically, the key assumption is
that these policies are not more or less prevalent amongst states with either: (1) particularly
more or less productive firms; and/or (2) firms operating in CPC classes that are particularly
more or less productive.

To explore these assumptions, we perform two empirical tests. First, we estimate the associ-
ation between the presence of a matching policy in a state and the amount of federal SBIR
funds per capita awarded to firms in that state. The results from these regressions are in
Appendix C.2. Across all specifications, we cannot reject a null of no differences. Whether
we examine across- or within-state variation, there does not appear to be a meaningful dif-
ference in the flow of total SBIR funds between states with and without the matches, nor
between states with different match rates.

Second, we assess whether the program solicits selection concerns among firm behavior.
Because these match policies technically increase the expected size of an SBIR award, firms
may move to states that enacted these policies. However, with match amounts ranging from
$25,000–$500,000, and federal-level success rates reported at roughly 15%–20%, this is likely
not a meaningful change in the expected benefit of moving across state lines, especially
compared to the costs of relocation.

19A one unit increase in Kjt

K
describes a 100% increase in investments from the mean. See Appendix B

for more on this approximation.
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Still, we explore this possibility of firm movement being correlated with these policies by
constructing a panel data set of the locations of all SBIR grant recipients from the major
federal agencies.20 We test whether, over the course of their early lifespans, firms are more
or less likely to move into states after a matching program is enacted. If the enactment of
these policies significantly altered the value of SBIR program participation, or were perhaps
correlated with meaningful economic shocks, we would expect to identify an association
between the beginning of the policy and the movement of SBIR grant recipients into (or out
of) the state. The results of this analysis are also presented in Appendix C.2 and show no
meaningful evidence that grant recipients are more or less likely to move into states after
these policies are enacted.

Interpretation and Limitations of the Windfall Funding

While our identification approach gives us confidence that we are focusing on useful (and
plausibly exogenous) variation in R&D funding, we acknowledge that it is not without some
important caveats and limitations. As we outline below, we believe that these limitations
generally push us towards more conservative productivity estimates when relying on the
state match windfalls.

First, the windfall funding amounts are much smaller than total funding levels, typically
1% to 10% of what the DoE directly invests in each CPC class. On the one hand, the
small relative size of these investments raises some concerns about measurement error in
the independent variable, which would bias our estimates toward zero (yielding conservative
estimates). On the other hand, from the perspective of the firms, these windfalls are a 50%
or 100% increase in funding, which is certainly economically meaningful.

Another feature that may lead us to overly conservative estimates is that we cannot observe
the actual amount of state-based match funding each grant recipient receives due to that
data not being systematically collected. This frames our approach as an “intent to treat”
analyses.

More broadly, few policies are truly random, and in their description of these match pro-
grams, Lanahan and Feldman (2015) note that they are associated with a range of factors.
They find that, among other things, states with greater budget slack, those with below av-
erage high-tech employment, and those with neighboring state adopters of the program are
more likely to have a program in place.

20This includes SBIR grants from the Department of Defense, National Institutes of Health, National
Science Foundation, and National Aeronautics Space Administration. Firm locations were found via match
(with an 80% match rate) to the National Establishment Time Series.
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Additionally, many of the exceptionally inventive states including CA, MA and NY do not
have matching programs in our sample. This confluence of factors is perhaps why the
analyses above do not suggest that states with programs are especially unique in terms of
total SBIR funding or small firm movement.21 Still, we acknowledge that our design is based
on policies present in a relatively modest subset of the US R&D enterprise as illustrated
in Figure 1. And given the highly skewed nature of innovative inputs (much of which are
flowing into states like CA, MA and NY that do not have match policies), this may lead
us to underestimate the extent to which a matching program in these states might generate
spillovers.

3.3 Incorporating Spillovers into the Empirical Model

This section describes how we modify our baseline model to allow for the possibility of R&D
spillovers across geographic and technological space. In overview, first we allow for spillovers
across geographies by estimating multiple regressions that include the patent output from
regions where it is more and more costly to travel to grant recipients following Feyrer et al.
(2017). Second, we allow for spillovers over technologies (within each geographic regression)
by incorporating the results of our natural language processing of the FOA topics with
methods for estimating the treatment effect spillovers following Clarke (2017) and James
and Smith (2020). We discuss these approaches in turn.

Spillovers Across Geographic Space

For a spillover to occur, information needs to be transmitted. Geographic distances have led
to sizable costs of this transmission. So, it is no surprise that a large line of research, spurred
in large part by Jaffe et al. (1993), has documented evidence consistent with geographic
distances being a constraint of R&D spillovers.

For the purposes of capturing geographic spillovers across firms and inventors, we take the
straightforward approach of estimating separate regressions that increase the size of concen-
tric “circles” that successively include patents from firms and inventors further and further
away from DoE SBIR grant recipients in the dependent variable (Feyrer et al. 2017).22 The

21Anecdotally, discussions with State Match administrators indicated that firms were unaware of the
policy in their state until the firms received notification from the state that they would be receiving additional
matching funds.

22James and Smith (2020) raise an important issue with this approach that arises when the dimension on
which these concentric circles are drawn is correlated with variation in the independent variable. In Feyrer
et al. (2017), both the unit of analysis and of the spillovers are geographic and their independent variable is
not random across geographies. However, the unit of analysis in our study is technologies, which combined
with the fact that we are leveraging the state match policies for identification, leaves us unconcerned with
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first, exclusive regression corresponds to only counting patents awarded to firms that receive
DoE SBIR grants, which effectively replicates a traditional firm-level analysis of the pro-
gram (e.g., Howell 2017). For the most inclusive regression, we count all USPTO patents,
regardless of where the firm or inventor is located.

To explore how spillovers play out in between these extremes, we rely on concentric circles
based on weighted travel costs for US activity. This offers a more precise construct to assess
geographic spillovers given that the costs of human travel, rather than geodesic distances,
constrain the flow of ideas (Agrawal et al. 2017; Catalini et al. 2020). The relevant policy
levers here are related to subsidizing (or taxing) travel.

We compute travel costs within the US by focusing on county-to-county pairs as a rich yet
computationally tractable set of regions. We estimate the cost of making a round-trip from
every county in the US to all counties where an SBIR grant recipient is located. For this cost,
we use the minimum cost of either driving directly, or driving to/from the nearest airports
and flying. We detail the computation of this metric in Appendix B.

Motivated by gravity models of trade, we construct our final measure of weighted travel costs
by dividing these costs by the product of the total amount of SBIR funding that flows into the
destination county and the populations of the origination and destination counties. Just as a
gravity trade model would predict a large exchange of goods between two large, neighboring
countries, so too do we predict a large exchange of ideas between two large countries with
cheap travel connections. Appendix B documents this process in further detail.

Returning to our focal knowledge production function, instead of a single dependent variable
describing total patent flows Yjt, we examine multiple patent flows denoted by Y d

jt, where the
superscript d denotes different thresholds for patents to be included in the dependent variable
based on the location of the inventors or assignee firms. Instead of a single regression, we
estimate a series of models indexed by d:

E[Y d
jt |Kjt] = exp

(Kjt

K
θd + τ dt

)
, (3)

where the vector of θd estimates describe how the output elasticity changes as the base of
possibly affected firms and inventors expand across travel distance. We estimate versions of
this where we include USPTO patents from: only grant recipients, all firms and inventors in
the same counties as grant recipients, all US-based firms and inventors within each decile of

James and Smith’s (2020) critique. However, their critique is very relevant for our approach to capturing
technological spillovers, which is why we employ a version of their solution when tackling spillovers in that
dimension.
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the weighted travel cost metric, and lastly, all firms and inventors worldwide.

Spillovers Across Technological Space

In our setup, identifying technological spillovers amounts to estimating peer effects. Our
approach is motivated by Clarke (2017) and James and Smith (2020), who include regressors
that indicate the treatment status of nearby units.23 In those papers, “nearby” refers to
geographic distances. Here, we use the similarity scores generated from our mapping of
FOAs to CPC classes. Just as travel costs constrain the flow of ideas over geographies, we
expect the cumulative nature of R&D to constrain the flow of ideas over technologies.

To incorporate this into our empirical model, first recall that we construct investment flows
and corresponding stocks (Kjt) that describe the dollar amount of SBIR funds allocated to
CPC class j in time t. Even more specifically, we can construct bins of investments flowing
into each CPC class as a function of how similar that class is to the FOA topic from which
the investment originates. Let b ∈ {1− 5, 6− 10, . . . 96− 100} index these bins, giving Kjtb

such that, for instance, Kjt,b=6−10 describes the stock of investments in class j at time t
originating from FOA topics where class j is in the 6th to 10th percentile of technological
distance.

Substituting these bins of investments into the main production function, and allowing their
effect on patent rates to vary, yields:

E[Y d
jt |Kb

jt] = exp
(∑

b∈B

Kb
jt

K
θd,b + τ dt

)
, (4)

where B is a set of technological distance bins. This approach is more flexible (albeit more
demanding) than the spillover matrix approach to estimating R&D spillovers, since those
methods impose structure on the magnitudes of spillovers across spatial dimensions, whereas
our approach estimates the structure of spillovers from the data.

As noted by Manski (1993), identification here can only be obtained with assumptions about
connections of units in the network. In our setting, this amounts to identifying some tech-
nological distance beyond which we must assume no spillovers will occur. In other words, B
cannot include all technological distance bins. Practically speaking, we must identify some
boundary of similarity scores between an FOA and CPC class beyond which it is reasonable
to assume that investments originating in the FOA will have no effect on output in that

23See also the statistical literature for more on estimating causal effects in the presence of interference
(e.g., Toulis and Kao 2013; Aronow et al. 2017).
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CPC class.

We search for this boundary using the data-driven procedure proposed by Clarke (2017). This
frames the issue as an optimal bandwidth problem, and uses cross-validation to identify the
boundary of spillovers that best fits the data. Appendix D reports further details and the
results of this procedure. In short, the results suggest a boundary of the 60th percentile
of technological distance when focusing on grant recipients, and a boundary of the 40th
percentile when focusing on all other groupings of firms and inventors. After making these
assumptions, our estimates of θb can then be used to infer the marginal product of SBIR
funding, when the focal output is patents on technologies that are some distance from an
FOA described by b.

Appendix E.1 visualizes the CPC-level variation in funding and patent flows based on our
preferred choices for these boundaries. Funding is clearly concentrated in a small subset of
CPC classes; however, these classes are spread widely across the CPC scheme.

Calculating the Magnitude of R&D Spillovers

With estimates from Eq. 4 in hand our last step is to calculate the implied magnitude
of spillovers across the two dimensions we study. We infer these magnitudes by simply
comparing the marginal products of funding as we vary which patents are included in the
dependent variables (per d) and which output elasticities estimate (θ) we use (per b).

For example, if we estimate that an additional $1 million would spur one additional patent
from SBIR grant recipients, but the same amount would spur three patents from all firms
and inventors (including grant recipients), then we would say that SBIR grant recipients
are only responsible for 33% of the net patent output of the program and that geographic
spillovers are 2× in this hypothetical case.

But while our empirical model does provide a way of flexibly incorporating spillovers, it is
not straightforward to map the estimates of θ into the marginal products (or costs) that
we want to use to estimate the magnitude of spillovers. The problem is that while we have
constructed a CPC class-level production function, investment decisions in the real world
are made at the FOA level – the DoE cannot actually invest money into a single CPC class,
and so reporting, for instance, the average marginal cost of a patent across all CPC classes
is not policy relevant.

To arrive at an estimate of marginal products and costs that more closely reflect the realities
of the DoE’s investment choices, we construct a weighted average of new patents expected
for every FOA, which incorporates the division of funding across multiple CPC classes.
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Appendix B details this calculation, which also accounts for the flow nature of our dependent
variable. We then report the average of these FOA-level estimates (along with the 5th and
95th percentiles), averaging across the roughly 1,000 FOAs in our sample. This approach
gets us as close as possible to generating numbers that reflect the expected product of the
DoE having invested marginally more funding into an FOA, and to what extent the increased
output is due to spillovers.

4 Main Results on R&D Spillovers

4.1 Results at Geographic Edge Cases

We begin by reporting the results based on the patent flows from four geographic edge cases:
grant recipients, all firms and inventors in the same US counties as grant recipients, and
then all US-based and finally all inventors and firms worldwide. We use the empirically
derived boundaries of technological spillovers, and start with a simple case where we use a
single stock of investments that spans the entire technological distance over which we expect
spillovers; that is, in the notation of our main equation (Eq. 4), we use a single bin b in the
set B.24

Table 2 reports the regression estimates of the output elasticities for the four edge cases.
Appendix E.2 plots the raw data underlying these estimates, which support our assumption of
a constant elasticity. We also report our conversion of these estimates into average marginal
products (in terms of patents per $1 million – the approximate size of a Phase II SBIR
grant), which are intended to represent the average return on additional investment in an
FOA topic.

While we have the universe of data on DoE SBIR grants and can observe all USPTO patents,
we are still concerned with design-based uncertainty (Abadie et al. 2020). Thus, we cluster
our standard errors at the CPC-class level because when a class receives additional investment
in a given year, that flow of variation will persist in the stock of investments in that CPC
class for all future years. So, while we are estimating a cross-section model at the CPC-year
level, the quasi-experimental variation in our data (from the state-based matches) is at the
CPC level.

Focusing first just on the patents produced by DoE SBIR grant recipients, columns 1–3 of
Table 2 illustrate the different estimates we obtain when focusing on total funding (federal

24The estimating equation for each of the four d is: E[Y d
jt |Kb

jt] = exp
(

Kb
jt

K
θd,b + τdt

)
, where b = B and is

defined as the “technology boundary” in Table 2.
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plus state match), just the match funding, and then just the windfall portion of the match
funding. We estimate an elasticity of roughly 2.3 when including total SBIR funding in
the model (col. 1), but hypothesize that a significant portion of this variation is driven by
the selection bias discussed previously. Focusing just on the state match funding yields an
elasticity close to 1.0, which corresponds to 4 patents per $1 million (col. 2). But we are
still concerned with the possibility of selection bias here, since match funding, on average, is
a direct effect of federal funding.

Column 3 reports the results from our preferred specification, where we focus just on the
windfall funding generated by the match programs, which yields an elasticity estimate of
0.134. This magnitude corresponds to about 0.5 patents per $1 million. Acknowledging the
caveats of our focus on the match-based windfall funding, it appears that not accounting for
the endogenous allocation of funding might overstate the productivity of these grants by an
order of magnitude.

Columns 4–6 of Table 2 shift the focus geographically outward from grant recipients. We
continue to estimate average elasticities between 0.12 and 0.13. But because the base of
patent flows grows quickly with each successive grouping (while the elasticity does not de-
cline), we estimate much larger marginal products on a patent-per-dollar basis: 1.4, 1.7, and
nearly 3 patents per $1 million for the same-county, US-wide, and worldwide sets of inventors
and firms, respectively. These magnitudes suggest that grant recipients might be responsible
for only one sixth of the net patent output created by these grants – the R&D spillovers
in this setting could be as large as five-fold. In the next section, we relax our assumption
of a single bin of investments (by introducing multiple bins b in the set B) to more flexibly
estimate spillovers over technology-space.

4.2 Net Spillovers across Geographies and Technologies

The results in Table 2 suggests the potential for geographic spillovers is large. But, how
closely do these new patents align with the DoE’s objectives as expressed in the FOAs?
And, how concentrated are those geographic spillovers within the U.S.? Here we report the
results from our full and most flexible model described by Eq. 4.

Figure 2 reports the elasticity estimates from estimating Eq. 4 using the same four geographic
edge cases as before. Each panel is based on a separate regression, and we plot the estimates
of θd,b, where d indicates the geographic set of patents are used in the regression and b

indicates the technological distance bin. As before, and still based on our data-driven search
for the boundary of technological spillovers, we estimate b-specific elasticities up to the 60th
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percentile of technology distance when focusing only on patents from grant recipients and
up the 40th percentile for all other cases.

In each case, we observe a clear and intuitive trend: the productivity of SBIR funding is
the highest within the CPC classes that are closest in technology space to the objectives of
the FOA through which that funding flows. The elasticities decrease roughly monotonically
until we estimate a series of null effects. This pattern of estimating relatively precise zero
elasticities at the same point where the data-driven choice for the threshold of spillovers
gives us further confidence in our approach.

We use the elasticities reported in Figure 2 (as well as further unreported regressions based on
different sets of within-US firms and inventors) to generate our full set of marginal product
estimates. Figure 3 plots these estimates, focusing on spillovers across just technological
space (Fig. 2a), just across geographic space within the US (Fig. 2b), and within the US
and abroad (Fig. 2c).

Focusing first on technological space, Figure 2a illustrates how spillovers along this dimension
are not exactly monotonic. Up to the 25th percentile of technological distance, we estimate
roughly equal output per dollar. The fact that this does not align with the more monotonic
elasticity estimates shown in Figure 2 is because the CPC classes that receive the largest
amount of “high match” funding (as in, lower technology distance percentiles) also tend to
have patent flow rates that are below average.25

Figures 2b and 2c help illustrate spillovers across geographic space. Within the US, grant
recipients themselves are responsible for nearly half of all US-based patents. The estimates
suggest that grant recipients generate roughly 0.75 patents for every $1 million they re-
ceive. In Appendix E.3, we walk through some simple math that indicates this estimate is
well within a reasonable range one would expect based on Howell’s (2017) sharp regression
discontinuity evaluation of this program. The remainder of US-based patents are almost en-
tirely due to firms and inventors in the closest 10% of US counties (per travel costs), without
output dropping essentially to zero for the vast majority of counties. This concentration
is consistent with prior work on the geographic distribution of inventive activity in the US
(Forman et al. 2014).

Comparing domestic and foreign patenters, Figure 2c indicates that US-based firms and
inventors are responsible for about 60% of net patent output. Our finding 40% of the net

25Although we can’t investigate this result further with our research design, this is consistent with the
notion that the government is directing funding towards technologies that where it is more difficult to patent
– which is in line with the theoretical motivation for these subsidies
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patents produced by these investments are awarded to firms or inventors located outside
the US provides direct microeconomic evidence we are aware of that the international R&D
spillovers at the core of many macroeconomic models (e.g., Coe and Helpman 1995; Eaton
and Kortum 2002) are indeed possible.

Figure 2d plots the joint distribution of output across both geographic and technological
dimensions. Within the US, grant recipients are responsible for most of the patents that
are technologically the closest to the DoE’s objectives (1st–10th percentile of technology
distance), with nearby firms and inventors responsible for the vast remainder of the within-
US spillovers. Foreign firms and inventors tend to focus on relatively close technologies,
although we find meaningful effects out to the 25th percentile of technological distance.

Table 3 summarizes all of these results succinctly. Providing the average marginal products
and costs, and decomposes the net patent output of these grants along both the geographic
and technological dimensions. We find that grant recipients are only responsible for about
one quarter of the net patent output, which indicates geographic spillovers are on the scale
of 3× – for every patent they produce, we expect three more from other firms and inventors
around the world. Similarly, we find that the nearly two-thirds of net patent output is
related to technologies that are not very similar to the original objectives of the DoE’s FOAs
– technological spillovers are on the scale of 2×.

One notable difference between geographic and technological spillovers is that it appears
spillovers permeate geographic space much further than technological space. On the geo-
graphic dimension, we find that countries all around the world benefit from these grants (a
results we explore further in Section 5 below). However on the technological dimension, it
appears that spillovers only permeate about 40% of technology-space. In other words, and
in line with intuition, it appears the costs of taking an idea around the world are much lower
than the costs of using an idea related to one technology to advance a completely different
technology. We discuss the implications of these magnitudes and patterns in Section 6.

4.3 Robustness and Alternative Specifications

To explore the robustness and sensitivity of our results to any of the choices made in our
extensive data construction, we estimate a number of additional regressions, all of which are
reported in Appendix E. Overall, we obtain very similar results across the range of reasonable
alternatives we explore.
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Robustness to Controlling for Technology-specific Time Trends

Our identification strategy relies on an assumption that each CPC class’ exposure to windfall
funding from the state-based match programs is orthogonal to any underlying shocks in the
supply of or demand for the technologies related to that class. We discuss this assumption
and evidence supporting it in detail in Section 3.2. But as a robustness test, we also estimate
two models that include a series of time-varying fixed effects at aggregated levels of the CPC
scheme. These fixed effects remove time-varying variation in patent flows and SBIR funding
that is common to groups of CPC classes, some of which may be due to (unobservable)
supply or demand shocks.

Appendix E.4 reports and discusses the results of these regressions in detail. Overall, we
obtain relatively similar, though sometimes more conservative estimates, when including
these controls for technology-specific time trends. Almost all of the estimates are within
the confidence intervals of our preferred specification. There is a general compression of the
estimates towards zero, but some of this is to be expected given the fact that these sorts of
fixed effects tend to bias production function estimates towards zero (Griliches and Mairesse
1995).

Alternative Data and Regression Specifications

Appendix E.5 reports results from seven different regressions that focus on alternative spec-
ification choices either in the data construction process (i.e., related to the similarity score
calculations or the technological distance threshold) or in the regression model itself (i.e.,
whether zero-valued observations are included, the range of sample years, or the use of a
negative binomial instead of a poisson model). All of these alternative specification choices
yield very similar results, which suggests that no single decision in our empirical approach
is driving our main estimates.

Another feature we investigate is our assumptions about the discount rate on the stock of
funding, which is relevant for getting a sense of any production lags. As shown in Appendix
E.5, we estimate a similar pattern of point estimates when we introduce non-zero discount
rates, but larger discounting depresses all estimates towards zero. The magnitude of this
compression towards zero is suggestive of production lags on the scale of five to seven years,
although we interpret these results cautiously since the stock-and-flow empirical model we
use is not well suited to investigate these lags in depth.
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4.4 Additional Results

Comparison to Citation-based Linkages

Our research design also allow us to investigate the usefulness of traditional front-page ci-
tation metrics in terms of capturing spillovers.26 To be clear, we cannot investigate what
share of citations are likely reflective of true spillovers. We can investigate what share of
true spillovers (at least, as identified by our model) are captured by these citations.

Our approach to testing what share of spillovers are reflected in front-page citations is to
estimate the model using only patents connected via citations to patents of grant recipients,
and compare the net output expected per those models to our preferred model that does not
require any citation linkage. Appendix E.6 reports the results of these tests, where we find
that requiring citation linkages results in significantly lower spillover estimates.

We test two approaches. First, we take the popular approach of using one-degree, as in
direct, citations to grant recipients’ patents as links. Second, we use what we term an “all-
degree” approach and include any patent that can be connected by any degrees of citations
to a grant recipient’s patent. The one-degree approach yields spillover estimates that are
55% smaller than our preferred model, and the all-degree approach yields estimates that are
43% smaller. This finding suggests that not much more than half of the R&D spillovers we
identify are reflected in front-page citation trails.

Inventors versus Firms as Conduits of Geographic Spillovers

Our main specification puts equal weight on individual inventors and firms in terms of where
patents are produced in geographic space. At the boundaries of our geographical sets –
focusing just on patents from grant recipients and focusing on all USPTO patents – this
distinction is irrelevant. However, for the intermediate cases, attributing patents entirely
to inventors or to firms can shed some light on which entity appears more important for
mediating spillovers over geographic space.

Appendix E.6 reports the results from these alternative approaches, and in general we do
not estimate substantially different results whether we assign locations entirely to inventors
or firms, which is to be expected since their locations are highly correlated. However, there
is some evidence that individual inventors are more important for facilitating the within-US
spillovers that occur very close to SBIR grant recipients. And vice versa, it appears that

26Although survey evidence suggests citations can reflect meaningful knowledge flows (Jaffe et al. 2000),
econometric analyses suggest a significant portion of citations are strategic and/or are in response to unob-
servable shocks (Alcácer et al. 2009; Arora et al. 2018).
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firms may be more important for facilitating international spillovers. Together, these findings
are consistent with organizational connections facilitating spillovers over large geographic
distance, whereas, once individuals are located close enough, the benefits of any formal
connections are less relevant.

5 A New Correlate of R&D Spillovers:

Technology Exploration

Since the innovation economics field has only begun to directly estimate the magnitudes
of R&D spillovers as we do (i.e., Bloom et al. 2013; Azoulay et al. 2018; Zacchia 2020),
we rarely have been offered opportunities to explore the correlates of these spillovers (let
alone the causal determinants). Macroeconomic studies have explored the role of forces such
as trade patterns and economy sizes (Eaton and Kortum 2002), foreign direct investment
(Branstetter 2006), and multinationals (Griffith et al. 2006) in facilitating international R&D
spillovers. Still, understanding the particular reasons why certain regions are differentially
able to benefit from the R&D done elsewhere remains a first order question.

Here, we report the results of a purely descriptive search for the correlates of R&D spillovers.
We cannot make any causal statements, but our setting and data allow us to (1) estimate how
large the spillovers from the DoE’s grants are in specific regions (e.g., US counties, foreign
countries), and then (2) regress these region-specific estimates on features of the region to
explore what is more or less correlated with the magnitude of the spillovers generated by
that region.

To obtain region-specific estimates of spillover magnitudes, we focus separately on domestic
and international spillovers. For within-US spillovers, we estimate a series of models using our
preferred specification (Eq. 4) including all grant recipients’ patents, and then successively
including the patents from firms and inventors located in just one of the 179 BEA-defined
economic areas in the US. Similarly, for international spillovers, we estimate a series of
models including all US-based patents, and then successively including the patents from just
one other country.

For the set of possible correlates, we collect a large amount of data on regions from various
sources (see Appendix B.5 for more) with a focus on features that have been suggested to
be relevant by prior work (e.g., firm sizes, trade volumes and compositions, venture capital
levels, foreign direct investment, proximity to universities and federal labs, etc.).

In addition to the features motivated by prior work, we introduce a new feature: a region’s
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propensity to explore technological space, which we simply term “exploration orientation.”
In our context, we view a region as being exploitative if the spillovers they generate tend
to build directly on the technologies most closely aligned with the DoE’s objectives – the
CPC classes with low technological distances. Conversely, a region is explorative if they
generate spillovers by taking the knowledge created by the SBIR firms and using it to make
advances in more distant technologies. Formally, we define a regions’ exploration orientation
as follows:

Exploration Orientation:
High Tech.-distance (Explorative) Spillover Share
Low Tech.-distance (Exploitative) Spillover Share

,

where we obtain the values for the numerator and denominator based on the distribution of
technological spillovers in each region, so that this feature is not, by construction, necessarily
correlated with the level of total spillovers in a region.

The notions of exploitation and exploration are pervasive in innovation economics and typi-
cally posed as a tradeoff (cf. Manso 2011; Azoulay et al. 2011). But whether such a tradeoff
exists in the context of R&D spillovers is unclear. On one hand, advances generated by SBIR
firms on a specific technology may provide information that further progress on those same
technologies is possible. On the other hand, there is some prior work suggesting that more
“creative” regions willing to explore the use cases of new technologies are more innovative in
general (Acemoglu et al. (2020)) and may be able to generate positive spillovers (Marin and
Sasidharan 2010).

Exploration Orientation is Important and Unique

To begin, Figure 4 plots regions’ exploration orientations (x-axis) and how they covary with
the total spillovers created by that region (y-axis). For comparability, the total spillover and
technology leverage metrics are normalized within either set of regions so that their minimum
is zero and a one unit change equals one standard deviation. In both cases of within-US (Fig.
4a) and international (Fig. 4b) spillovers, there is a clear, positive correlation – regions with
more of an exploration orientation are responsible for a larger portion of spillovers.

But are other features of regions more important in determining spillovers, and is technology
exploration independently relevant? To explore these questions, we preform a series of
bootstrapped Lasso regressions to select the most statistically important features. Our
methods and the specifics of the results are detailed in Appendix F.

In short, we find many of the features previously studied in this context to be relevant, but
no feature consistently explains more variation in a region’s ability to capitalize on spillovers
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than their exploration orientation. Regions that appear to be more willing to explore tech-
nological space are much more likely to ultimately create more patents than regions that
appear to focus on the technological areas initially targeted by the DoE’s funding.

For instance, the partial R2 of our exploration measure is 0.42 for the international spillovers,
and the next largest value is for the import rate of advanced materials at 0.13. Likewise,
the partial R2 for exploration is 0.22 for the domestic spillovers, and the next largest value
is for average wages at 0.07.27

It does not appear to be the case that this exploration orientation is simply a proxy for
other economic fundamentals of these regions. First, the variable itself is selected in the
Lasso routine, which includes the large vector of features that should provide direct or proxy
measures of many fundamentals. Second, we also perform a series of Lasso routines where we
treat exploration orientation as the dependent variable, and we find that it is significantly
more difficult to predict this feature (using all other features) than it is to predict total
spillover levels. At the international level, the R2 of the model predicting total spillovers
is 0.99 whereas the the R2 of the model predicting the exploration orientation is only 0.72.
Likewise at the domestic level, the R2 for total spillovers is 0.31 whereas the the R2 for
exploration orientation is only 0.03.

We emphasize again that the results here are only associations – some features highly corre-
lated with spillovers may simply reflect other unobservable differences across regions. Still,
the stark result of how important a region’s exploration orientation appears to be for R&D
spillovers highlights something that, to our knowledge, has received very little attention to
date. This feature may be related to the notions of creativity and disruption explored by
Marin and Sasidharan (2010) and Acemoglu et al. (2020). Empirically investigating this sort
of phenomenon poses unique measurement and identification challenges. But in line with
this small body of literature, our results suggest continued work on why different groups of
innovators are more or less creative or open to exploration, and how this influences the rate
and direction of invention.

27Other important correlates of international spillovers include: imports or exports of nuclear technolo-
gies, aerospace goods, flexible manufacturing goods, weapons, and biotechnology; foreign direct investment
inflows; prevalence of secure internet servers; US migrant stock. Other important correlates of domestic
spillovers include: firm sizes, travel costs, IT business clusters, population density, venture capital, total
exports, presence of a research-based nuclear reactor, presence of a DoE-based federally funded research
center, and labor mobility.
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6 Discussion

The presence of R&D spillovers across geographic and technological space are a key mo-
tivation for government intervention in markets for innovation. Here, we provide another
set of results in the still very short line of microeconomic estimates of the magnitude these
spillovers (Bloom et al. 2013; Azoulay et al. 2018; Zacchia 2020). In a new setting with a
new methodology, we again we find that these spillovers are very large. The firms that re-
ceive SBIR funding from the US Department of Energy only produce 25% of the net patents
that their R&D ultimately stimulates – for every one patent they produce, three more are
produced by others who benefited from their R&D.

Our focus on smaller firms is important since many governments worldwide have R&D poli-
cies that target subsidies to small firms. And our focus on public subsidies in the energy
sector suggests that this increasingly important sector is a fertile ground for the diffusion of
new inventions.

An important outstanding question is what share of these spillovers are due to externalities;
what is the wedge between the private and social returns to R&D? Given the data used in
our paper and related work, it is still difficult to arrive at any clear conclusion. But as a
rough starting point and under a number of admittedly heroic assumptions,28 our estimates
suggest an upper bound of the social returns being nearly three times as large as the private
returns. This order of magnitude is in line with the aforementioned microeconomic studies as
well as macroeconomic studies that recover this value based on their models of the economy
(Jones and Williams 1998). But continued work on this question is essential, since it has
direct implications for the optimal level of R&D subsidies.

Our results also have implications for program evaluations of R&D subsides. Recent work
has continued to improve the methodologies used to study public R&D programs (e.g.,
Einiö 2014; Howell 2017), but rarely are spillovers accounted for. In our setting, even if we
ignore international spillovers and focus only on patents from US-based firms and inventors,
we would have missed more than half of the net patent output from the SBIR program.
We do not take a normative stance on which patents produced by this program should
or should not “count”, instead highlighting how the costs of spurring a patent vary widely
depending on how seriously spillovers are appreciated. Counting all patents as relevant

28Key assumptions would be (1) the private value of patents spurred by this program does not systemati-
cally differ between grant recipients and others, (2) the spillover effect is purely in the form of a productivity
shock such that no additional private investments are made, (3) product market rivalry spillovers (after the
patenting stage) are negligible, and (4) none of the spillovers are due to market transactions where grant
recipients are compensated. On last point, Arque-Castells and Spulber (2019) show that ignoring markets
for ideas can lead to overestimating the social returns to R&D by a significant amount.
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can lead to an overestimate of the program’s effectiveness if specific technologies are of
interest. Conversely, focusing only on grant recipients can easily lead to underestimates of
the program’s effectiveness if the output of other firms and inventors are of interest.

Another important result is our finding that 60% of the patents spurred by this program are
assigned to U.S. inventors or firms, with the remainder 40% assigned to foreign inventors.
To our knowledge, this is one of the first microeconomic estimates of the domestic share of
returns to R&D subsidies. Macroeconomists have used equilibrium models and aggregate
data to estimate how much foreign countries benefit from domestic technological advances
(Coe and Helpman 1995; Eaton and Kortum 2002; Coe et al. 2009). We cannot directly map
our estimates to these models. But to the extent that these patents are indicative of a flow of
value from the U.S. to foreign countries, this 60/40 split of domestic-foreign output suggests
R&D spillovers may be larger than these macroeconomic models would suggest.29

On the methodological front, our use of text analyses to connect the units of inputs (the fund-
ing opportunities) to outputs (patent classes) could be applied in a variety of other contexts.
Specifically in our context, it frees us from relying on any citation linkages between patents,
which much of the related literature to date has been forced to do. Our results suggest that
this constraint might overlook a substantial amount of patent-based R&D spillovers that
occur without any paper trail. Outside of our context, it is commonplace that the inputs
and outputs of a production function are not indexed at the same unit of analysis, but our
approach could be used to generate a useful data frame that directly incorporates spillovers
across the units of observation.

Overall, our results offer new evidence on how the visible hand of the government can influ-
ence the rate and direction of R&D. We have shown that the productivity of public research
grants can vary widely on the extent to which R&D spillovers across technological and geo-
graphic space are appreciated. We hope future work continues to investigate the magnitudes
and determinants of these spillovers to better inform both economic theories and innovation
policies.
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Tables & Figures

Figure 1: State Match Programs

(a) 1997

None
Any (2)

(b) 2007

None
Any (7)

(c) 2018

None
Any (15)

(d) Match Amounts
Phase I

Amount, $K N State-Years
25–45 39
50–65 56
75 45

100–105 17

Phase II
Amount, $K N State-Years

50–75 12
100 20
250 11
500 37

Notes: Figures 1a-1c indicate which states had any matching policy in particular years. Figure
1d tabulates the sizes of the matches awarded depending on the Phase of the award.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics

Type mean s.d. min p50 p99
Federal DoE SBIR Program
Phase 1 $, total Dol., M 47.5 13.9 26.6 43.9 77.2
Phase 2 $, total Dol., M 152.0 45.0 100.1 132.6 240.7
Firms with awards Count 255.6 47.0 195 257 379
Awards per firm Count 1.86 1.89 1 1 10
$ per firm Dol., M 0.78 1.05 0.02 0.28 5.11
FOA Topics Count 54.0 9.92 38 55 72
FOA Topics with awards Count 51.4 9.90 35 52 68
$ per FOA Topic Dol., M 1.71 1.87 0.02 1.04 9.20

State Match Programs
Awards with match $ Count 39.5 40.4 1 27 133
Match $, total Dol., M 3.74 3.91 0.07 3.29 12.4
Firms with match $ Share 0.07 0.06 0.00 0.05 0.17
FOAs with match $ Share 0.18 0.14 0.01 0.18 0.39

USPTO Firm-level Patent Flows
Ever-SBIR firms ever patent, whole sample {0, 1} 0.49
Ever-patent firms ever SBIR, whole sample {0, 1} 0.01
Patents per SBIR firm, post-1st-award Count 0.51 2.62 0 0 9
Patents by all SBIR firms, post-1st-award Count 487.5 167.8 146 485 727

USPTO CPC-level Patent Flows
Unique focal CPC levels, whole sample Fixed 10,686
SBIR firms [0,∞) 0.06 0.49 0.00 0.00 1.23
Counties of SBIR firms [0,∞) 9.01 52.2 0.00 0.75 147.4
All US [0,∞) 10.3 56.3 0.00 1.00 161.5
Worldwide [0,∞) 20.8 106.7 0.00 2.13 347.4

Notes: All statistics based on the annual averages for the years 1997 to 2018 unless otherwise
indicated by “whole sample”.
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Table 2: Results at Geographic Edge Cases

Grant Recipients’
recipients counties US-wide Worldwide

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Total $ 2.275

(0.196)
State Match $ 1.015

(0.094)
Windfall $ 0.134 0.125 0.123 0.130

(0.021) (0.016) (0.015) (0.014)
∂ patent
∂ $1M

9.28 4.14 0.54 1.40 1.73 2.97
[9.0–10.2] [4.0–4.5] [0.5–0.6] [1.2–1.6] [1.5–1.9] [2.5–3.3]

N obs. 235,406 235,406 235,406 235,384 235,384 235,384
Tech. boundary p60 p60 p60 p40 p40 p40
Year F.E. Y Y Y Y Y Y

Notes: Reports the output elasticity estimates from regressions using the “simple” model that
aggregates all technological spillovers into a single bin. Standard errors clustered at the CPC
code level are reported in parentheses. ∂ patent

∂ $1M reports the additional patents expected from a $1
million dollar investment, averaging across all Funding Opportunity Announcements, with the
fifth and ninety-fifth percentiles reported in brackets. Tech. boundary indicates the boundary
of technological spillovers in terms of the percentile of technological distance between the CPC
code and the Funding Opportunity Announcement.
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Figure 2: Patent Output Elasticity Estimates

(a) Grant Recipients
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(b) Counties of Grant Recipients
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(c) US-wide
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(d) Worldwide
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Notes: Plots the estimates of θd,b from Eq. 4, where d corresponds to geographies and varies
across the panels (each panel corresponds to a single regression), and b corresponds to technol-
ogy distances and varies within each panel. 95% confidence intervals based on standard errors
clustered at the CPC code level are shown with brackets.
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Figure 3: Marginal Products across Geographic and/or Technological Dimensions
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Notes: Plots the the net patents expected from a $1 million dollar investment, averaging
expectations across all Funding Opportunity Announcements, with the fifth and ninety-fifth
percentiles of the FOA-level statistics shown by the vertical lines.
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Table 3: Summary of Outputs and Costs

% of net ∂ patents
∂ $1M

$
patentpatents

Counting all USPTO patents and...
...only grant recipients 26% 0.75 $ 1,330,000
...only non-recipient firms & inventors nearby recipients 20% 0.60 $ 1,680,000

...all US firms & inventors 60% 1.75 $ 571,000

...all foreign firms & inventors 40% 1.19 $ 839,000

Counting all firms & inventors, only USPTO patents that are...
...very similar to grants’ tech. objectives 37% 1.10 $ 908,000
...somewhat similar to grants’ tech. objectives 40% 1.17 $ 852,000
...least similar to grants’ tech. objectives 23% 0.67 $ 1,496,000

Counting all USPTO patents, all firms & inventors 100% 2.94 $ 340,000

Notes: Reports average marginal products and costs when restricting focus to a particular
set of patents or firms and inventors. The bottom line defines output and costs when all
patents and all firms and inventors are considered, where the “% of net patents” is 100% by
construction. “∂ patents / ∂ $1M” reports the net number of patents expected from a marginal
investment (awarded only to grant recipients) of $1 million. “$ / patent” reports the marginal
cost expected to produce one additional patent.
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Figure 4: Exploration Orientation Predicts the Size of R&D Spillovers

(a) Across US Economic Areas
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(b) Across Foreign Countries
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Notes: Plots the total amount of spillovers a region is responsible for as a function of their
exploration orientation (defined in text), with the markers weighted by the annual average
USPTO patent output of the region. Excludes extreme outliers. Spillover and exploration
metrics are normalized within either set of regions (US economic areas or foreign countries) so
that the minimum is zero and a one unit change equals one standard deviation.
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A Construction of CPC-level Data

This section describes how we convert the patent and SBIR data into an input-output data
set. For reference, the level of observations and key variables in the raw data sets are as
follows:

1. Patent Record

• Observation level: Patent–Inventor or Firm Assignee–CPC class

• Key variables: year application submitted and granted; inventor and firm assignee lo-
cation

2. SBIR Award Data

• Observation level: Year–Funding Opportunity Announcement (FOA) Topic–Firm

• Key variables: dollar amount of grant

3. SBIR FOA Data

• Observation level: Year–Topic

• Key variables: text of Topic description

The overall flow of the data construction is as follows:

1. Standardize CPC classes

2. Compute similarity of patent abstract text to FOA Topic text

3. Collapse patent-Topic similarity scores to CPC-Topic similarity scores

4. Allocate funds awarded via each Topic (to firms) into each CPC class as a function of CPC-
Topic similarities

5. Collapse patent flows to CPC classes

A.1 Choosing a CPC Class Level

The first major decision is choosing a level of aggregation of the CPC. Each CPC code has
what is referred to as a “main trunk”, which consists of five units of the form:

[1 letter][2 numbers][1 letter][1-3 numbers](/)[2-6 numbers],

i.e., A01B33/08. We could, in theory, use the full code or splice the main trunk at any of
the four breaks to generate different levels of aggregation of the hierarchy. To get a sense
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of the range of aggregation possible, there are nine different 1-digit codes, 128 different
combinations for the three digit codes, 662 combinations for the four digit codes, about
10,000 codes if spliced at the “/”, and over 220,000 codes if all digits are used. For simplicity,
we refer to these as Level 1-5 codes, respectively.

For example, we could group all patents together if they are labeled with the Level 2 code
for “Basic Electrical Elements”. Or, we could separate these patents out into the fourteen
Level 3 codes within, relating to “Cables”, “Resistors”, “Magnets”, etc. Or, we could further
separate out, for example, “Magnets” into another seventeen Level 4 codes, each of which
has yet another dozen or so Level 5 codes within.

If we aggregate less, then we will have a larger sample size, we will rely less on the idiosyn-
crasies of the CPC hierarchy. Conversely, the traditional advantage to aggregation is related
to the Stable Unit Treatment Value Assumption (SUTVA) necessary to make causal state-
ments from statistical models. The idea is that if the researcher aggregates units together
which, for instance, are most likely to experience spillovers or substitution from treatment,
then the SUTVA should hold for the newly aggregated set of units.1

But because we are intent on identifying the magnitude of across-technology class spillovers,
we lean towards less aggregation to preserve sample size. We choose to work with the Level
4 codes of the CPC. We think suitably balances the need to avoid reliance on the CPC
hierarchy (Thompson and Fox-Kean 2005), without dividing the data into units so small
that patent counts are too rare to prove useful in our analyses.

A.2 Mapping Grants to CPC Classes

Thankfully, all patents are automatically labeled with CPC codes by the UPSTO. Our
challenge then is to determine how each SBIR grant maps to a particular CPC code – we
need to identify what technologies the government invests in. Our overall approach is outline
in Figure A.1.

We leverage the fact that we can connect each SBIR grant to the corresponding FOA topic
that the grant application responded to. The text of these FOA topics is the key source of
data we use to, in effect, answer the following: if a grant recipient patented an invention that
was in line with the stated goals of the topic they responded to, what CPC classes would
that patent be assigned? If we know the answer to this question, then we will claim that
the dollar value of all grants awarded through each FOA topic has been “invested” in these

1Although, this approach does not permit the researcher to tease out the extent to which treatment
effects are “direct” or driven by spillovers across units within these aggregations.
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corresponding CPC classes.

Figure A.1: Mapping Funding Opportunity Announcements to CPC Patent Classes

Step 1: “Read” FOA Topics
i.e. 2005 DOE Release 1, Topic #1

Step 3: “Map” Classes to FOA Topics
per Patent Similarity

1. H01L2924: methods for connecting or disconnecting 
semiconductor or solid-state bodies

2. H01L28: passive two-terminal components without a potential-
jump or surface barrier for integrated circuits

3. H01L27: devices consisting of a plurality of semiconductor or 
other solid-state components formed in or on a common substrate

Patent #6891355
Issued: May 10, 2005 Filed: Nov. 14, 2002
Title: Method for computing an amount of energy taken from a 
battery 

Abstract: A method to compute an amount of energy taken from a 
battery coupled to a switching power converter is disclosed. The 
switching power converter charges a capacitor to a voltage … 

Inventors: Kernahan; Kent
Assignee: Fyre Storm, Inc. 

CPC Classes: H02M3; G05F001; H01M010

Patent #6885170
Issued: April 26, 2005 Filed: Oct. 2, 2002
Title: Connection-switched capacitor storage system 

Abstract: A connection-switched capacitor storage system comprises 
plural capacitors, parallel monitors connected with the capacitors, 
respectively, switches for switching the connections … 

Inventors: Okamura; Michio et al.
Assignee: Advanced Capacitor Technologies, Inc. et al.

CPC Classes: H02J7

Step 2: Find “similar” Patents

We tackle this prediction problem in a series of steps that include textual similarity analysis
and some simple summations and averaging. What follows are the steps of how we assign the
grant dollars awarded via each FOA topic indexed by k, into the relevant CPC classes indexed
by j. Following the outline, we motivate and describe the steps in further detail.

1. Estimate the text similarity S between the description of each FOA topic k and the
abstract of each patent p: Skp ∈ [0, 1]

2. Calculate the mean similarity S for each FOA topic to each class j based on the classes
assigned to each patent, where Pj is the set of patents assigned class j and NPj

is the
number of patents in that set:

Skj =

∑
p∈Pj

Skp

NPj

(1)

3. Calculate percentile bins b of Skj, summing to create Sb

kj, using either:

• all Skj values, or

• Skj values de-meaned at the FOA level
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4. Calculate the twenty ventiles b (five percent groupings) of the Sb

kj distribution, and
assume that below some percentile bin b threshold, spillovers do not occur across
technology classes.

5. Evenly divide the total amount of SBIR awards given out via each FOA Topic, Ik, to
all ventiles b above the percentile threshold b, to give the topic-class level investment
Ibkj

6. Sum Ibkj investments to the b and j level to obtain Ibj – the total amount invested into
class j from awards given via FOA topics that are in percentile b of similarity.

(Step 1) Text Similarity between FOA Topics & Patents: Our key assumption
for this exercise is that if a patent abstract and an FOA use the same terminology, and
especially if few other documents use that terminology, they are likely referring to the same
technologies. This approach of exploiting the similarities between texts to link units of data
has become increasingly common in economics. A number of studies leverage this approach
to map “scientific space” by comparing the similarity of words used in publication abstracts
(Azoulay et al. 2018, Myers 2020) and “product space” by comparing the similarity of words
used in product descriptions (Hoberg and Phillips 2016). We follow the norms of modern
natural language processing approaches. This includes removing “stop words” (i.e., a, the,
and, etc.) and “stemming” words to remove common prefixes and suffixes. We use the
commonly employed cosine function to calculate the similarity between text pairs. We also
follow norms in using n-grams to identify terms, and weight these terms using the term-
frequency-inverse-document-frequency (tfidf) method. We use 1-, 2-, and 3-grams in all
of our specifications, which creates terms from all unique 1- 2- and 3- word combinations.
Beyond 3-grams, we approached computational challenges given the size of the matrices
created.2

(Steps 2–3) Averaging and Shrinking Similarity Scores: Ideally, Step 1 would have
been to relate FOA text directly to some description of each CPC class. However, the
definitions in the CPC scheme tend to be very short pieces of text not well suited to this sort
of similarity analysis. Hence, we rely on the patent abstracts. To account for the fact that
these CPC-level average scores are generated from a wide range of patent documents (i.e.,
some CPC classes are assigned to one patent, some to thousands), we employ a standard
Bayesian shrinkage estimator that compresses CPC-level means with high variances towards
the overall mean.

2To avoid the endogenous use of terminology by patenters or the DoE, we use patents from before our
sample, 2001-2004, to estimate the similarity scores.
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(Step 4) Accounting for Spurious Text Correlations: Interpreting the cardinality of
these scores leans rather heavily on assumptions about linguistic choices across FOAs. To
avoid making inferences based on any spurious use of texts across FOAs, we undertake two
alternative strategies. One is to demean the similarity scores (Skj) at the FOA topic level (k)
and use the residuals to form the similarity percentiles. The other is to use the FOA-specific
ordinal score rankings to determine the similarity percentiles. These approaches remove any
variation in similarity connections that might arise purely based on how certain DoE program
managers or offices write the text of the Topic descriptions. The demeaning process is our
preferred approach as it does not eliminate all of the variation in scores. Though results
shown in Appendix E show that using the rank approach yields very similar findings.

(Step 5) Setting the Spillover Threshold: This sort of assumption is necessary to
identify the peer effects as shown by Manski (1993) and others. Appendix D details our
data-driven approach to this decision in detail.

(Steps 6–7) Aggregating to Similarity Bins at the Class Level: Clearly, we need to
aggregate investments to the CPC class level because this is the level of our outcome (patent
flows). We use the similarity bins to identify heterogeneity in the degree to which across
technology spillovers occur. We have good reason to think that, even within the assumed
threshold of spillovers, the magnitude of these spillovers is likely to be an increasing function
of the similarity between two classes. With these separate bins of investments, we can include
multiple stocks in the production function and recover similarity-bin-specific estimates of
the returns to investment, which can then be used to quantify the magnitude and shape of
spillovers.

As a simple example, consider the following scenario:

• there is one FOA topic (k=1),

• there are one hundred unique CPC classes (j = {1, 2, ..., 100}),

• one grant of $50,000 is awarded via the topic (Ik=$50,000),

• we use two bins of size 50 (b = {100− 51, 50− 1}),

• we set the spillover percentile threshold to b = 51, i.e., only the classes in b = {100−51},
the most similar 50% of classes, are allowed the possibility of spillovers.

Here, Ibj =$1,000 for b = {100 − 51} for the 50 classes most similar to the topic and $0
otherwise, and Ibj for b = {50− 1} is $0 for all classes.
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A.3 Crosswalk Examples

Figures A.2–A.4 each provide the text of a specific FOA topic as well as exemplary CPC
titles that are matched to these topics per our methodology, sorted by their technological
distance from the FOA topic description.

Figure A.2: FOA Example #1–Solar Energy

(a) FOA Text
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as well as cost targets, (2007). (Full text is at: 
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/hydrogenandfuelcells/mypp/pdfs/production.pdf 

  
c.       Advanced Hydrogen Storage for Early Market Applications  

1. “Early Markets: Fuel Cells for Material Handling Equipment”, U.S. Department of Energy 
Hydrogen Program. (Full text at: 
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/hydrogenandfuelcells/education/pdfs/early_markets_forklifts.p
df) 

  
2.  Mahadevan, K., et. al. “Identification and Characterization of Near-Term Direct Hydrogen 

Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell Markets”, Battelle, Prepared for U.S. Department of 
Energy, DOE Contract No. DE-FC36-03GO13110, April 2007. (Full text at:  
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/hydrogenandfuelcells/pdfs/pemfc_econ_2006_report_final_040
7.pdf) 

  
3.  L.L. Gaines, et al. “Full Fuel-Cycle Comparison of Forklift Propulsion Systems”, Argonne 

National Laboratory, Oct. 2008, ANL/ESD/08-3. (Full text at: 
http://www.transportation.anl.gov/pdfs/TA/537.pdf) 

  
4.  R. Ahluwalia, et al. “Fuel cycle efficiencies of different automotive on-board hydrogen 

storage options,” International Journal of Hydrogen Energy, Vol. 32, Issue 15, pp. 3592-
3602, Oct. 2007. (ISSN: 0360-3199) (Full text available at: 
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03603199)  

 
 
2.  ADVANCED SOLAR TECHNOLOGIES 
Solar energy is our largest energy resource and can provide clean, sustainable energy supplies, 
including electricity, fuels, and thermal energy.  The President’s economic recovery package 
emphasized solar energy, among others, as a key element in combating global climate change.  
However, the cost-effective capture of the enormous solar resource is problematic.  This topic 
seeks to develop novel, commercially feasible, solar systems and production techniques.  
  
Grant applications submitted in response to this topic should: (1) include a review of the state-of-
the-art of the technology and application being targeted; (2) provide a detailed evaluation of the 
proposed technology and place it in the context of the current state-of-the-art in terms of 
lifecycle cost, reliability, and other key performance measures; (3) analyze the proposed 
technology development process, the pathway to commercialization, the large potential markets 
it will serve, and the attendant potential public benefits that would accrue; and (4) address the 
ease of implementation of the new technology.  
  
Phase I should include (1) a preliminary design; (2) a characterization of laboratory-scale devices 
using the best measurements available, including a description of the measurement methods; and 
(3) a road map with major milestones, leading to a production model of a system that would be 
built in Phase II.   In Phase II, devices suitable for near-commercial applications must be built 
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and tested, and issues associated with manufacturing the units in large volumes at a competitive 
price must be addressed.   
  
Grant applications are sought in the following subtopics: 
  
a. Manufacturing Tools for Reliability Testing—Grant applications are sought for the 
development of tools that can be used to conduct reliability testing in PV module manufacturing 
environments.   For example, tools such as light soaking equipment are used to prepare modules 
or components for accelerated lifetime testing, which is frequently conducted in-house at the 
module manufacturing facility or by service companies before sending for official third party 
certification.  New tools are needed for the testing of components (e.g., modules, inverters) or 
subcomponents (e.g., cells, microinverters, individual layers of a module), and should combine 
high performance, low cost, and a small floor footprint. 
  
Questions – contact: Alec Bulawka (Alec.Bulawka@ee.doe.gov)  
   James Kern (James.Kern@ee.doe.gov 
  
b. Module and System Manufacturing Metrology and Process Control—The rapid scale-up 
of the manufacturing of photovoltaics, particularly for new thin-film technologies, is challenging 
the possibility of using conventional technologies to make real-time non-destructive 
measurements of material characteristics in high-volume, high-production-rate environments and 
then using this information to implement real-time process control of the manufacturing process.  
Therefore, grant applications are sought for the development of novel, advanced, real-time non-
destructive materials characterization tools for use in high-volume manufacturing lines for 
photovoltaic systems.   
  
Questions – contact: Alec Bulawka (Alec.Bulawka@ee.doe.gov)  
   James Kern (James.Kern@ee.doe.gov 
 
c. Photovoltaics (PV) System Diagnostic Tools—The current rapid growth of the PV industry 
has led to diverse and innovative product designs, which frequently require non-traditional tests 
for reliability and performance.  Examples of these non-traditional tests include performance 
testing and tracking requirements for concentrating PV modules, and software-based system 
diagnostic tools.  Grant applications are sought for innovative methods to monitor PV system 
and component performance, in order to identify failures and loss mechanisms and to minimize 
system down time.  Approaches of interest include the development of diagnostic tools that are 
process-oriented and internal to the system components, or those that can be integrated – i.e, 
“piggy-backed” – through ancillary application. 
  
Questions – contact: Alec Bulawka (Alec.Bulawka@ee.doe.gov)  
   James Kern (James.Kern@ee.doe.gov 
  
REFERENCES: 
 
1.  Solar Power and Chemical Energy Systems, International Energy Agency (IEA), SolarPACES 

Annual Report 2007 
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(b) Titles of Relevant CPC Classes
Technology Example

Distance ptile. CPC Titles
1 Apparatus for processing exposed photographic materials

Generation of electric power by conversion of infra-red radiation, visible light or ultraviolet light
Plasma technique; production of accelerated electrically-charged particles

10 Electric heating; electric lighting
Static electricity; naturally-occurring electricity
Cyclically operating valves for machines or engines

20 Cranes; load-engaging elements or devices for cranes
Locomotives; motor railcars
Wireless communication networks

Notes: Topic #2 from the FY2010 Release 1 Funding Opportunity Announcement. Titles are
based on the CPC subgroups.
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Figure A.3: FOA Example #2–Geothermal Energy

(a) FOA Text
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April 10-11, 2006.  (Full text at:  
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/vehiclesandfuels/pdfs/deer_2006/session6/2006_deer_fairbanks.pdf) 

  
5.  Lon Bell. "Role of Thermoelectrics in Vehicle Efficiency Increases", 11th Diesel Engine 

Emissions Reduction Conference, Chicago, Illinois, August 21-25, 2005 (Full text at:  
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/vehiclesandfuels/pdfs/deer_2005/session6/2005_deer_bell.pdf) 

  
6.  Robert F. Service. “Semiconductor Advance May Help Reclaim Energy From ‘Lost’ Heat”, 

Science, Vol. 311, p.1860, March 31, 2006. (ISSN: 0036-8075) (Full text available at: 
http://www.sciencemag.org/magazine.dtl)  

  
7. Jianlin Liu, “Thermoelectric Coolers and Power Generators Using Self-assembled Ge 

Quantum Dot Superlattices”, University of California Energy Institute, Sept. 2004 (Full text 
available at: http://repositories.cdlib.org/ucei/basic/FSE005/) 

  
8. M. S. Dresselhaus, et al. “Investigation of Low-Dimensional Thermoelectrics”. (Full text is 

at:  http://www-rcf.usc.edu/~scronin/pubs/d888.pdf) 
  
  
4.  GEOTHERMAL ENERGY TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT 
  
The DOE’s Geothermal Technologies Program aims to make geothermal energy a major source 
of clean, renewable, domestic electricity in the U.S. through carefully targeted technology 
research, development, demonstration, and deployment activities.  Geothermal energy 
technologies include the generation of electricity and thermal energy using geothermal energy 
resources.  Projects typically involve exploring for a subsurface resource, drilling wells into 
naturally-heated subterranean aquifers, and then circulating fluids to extract heat for energy 
production.  The energy production process occurs either by expanding a hot fluid through a 
turboexpander that drives an electric motor or via direct use.  Currently, only a fraction of U.S. 
geothermal resources are utilized to produce power.  In 2008, approximately 3,000 MW of 
geothermal electricity was generated in the U.S.  However, a much larger resource base is 
believed to exist in the forms of “hidden” hydrothermal systems (i.e., systems that have 
insufficient surface indications) and geothermal systems that cannot be produced by 
conventional means (i.e., without enhancement of their natural permeability or fluid content).  A 
2008 resource assessment by the United States Geological Survey (USGS) estimated that the 
western U.S. alone could produce up to 39,000 MW from identified and undiscovered 
hydrothermal resources and a further 518,000 MW from Enhanced Geothermal Systems (EGS), 
in which low permeability rock is fractured to enable fluid flow to extract thermal energy.  
  
This topic is focused on the development and innovation required to achieve technical and 
commercial feasibility of EGS.  Because of the complexity of these systems, grant applications 
are expected to focus on a component or supporting technology of EGS development that would 
enable improvements to the overall system.  The unique function and innovation of the targeted 
subsystem or supporting technology must be clearly described and its function in relationship to 
the greater EGS system must be expressed clearly.  Approaches can be targeted at any of the 
multi-step project stages for technology development:  from design concept, through scale model 
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development (if applicable), to laboratory testing, field testing, and commercial scale 
demonstrations.  
  
Grant applications should (1) thoroughly describe the proposed subsystem or component and 
how it relates to EGS development and the Geothermal Technologies Program Multi-Year 
Research, Development and Demonstration (MYRD&D) Plan, (2) present a sound technical 
approach to accomplish the proposed R&D objectives through a well developed project plan, (3) 
demonstrate the expected feasibility of the proposed approach through credible engineering 
calculations and existing quantitative data, (4) provide evidence that the applicant and other team 
members are capable of comprehensively addressing all aspects of the proposed project, and (5) 
provide letter(s) of commitment to demonstrate the level of participation by project participants.  
  
The Geothermal Technologies Program also seeks to promote the development of technologies 
to improve ground source heat pumps, also known as geothermal heat pumps (GHPs).  
Geothermal heat pumps use the relatively constant temperature of Earth’s subsurface to heat 
homes and buildings in the winter and cool them in the summer by circulating fluid through an 
underground heat exchanging loop. GHPs provide a net electricity and energy savings by using 
the earth as a heat sink in hot weather and a heat source in cold weather. Improved component 
technology and innovative designs will improve the performance of GHPs, resulting in a higher 
level of efficiency reached by the GHP unit itself, as well as achieving even higher energy 
savings through the use of GHPs for heating and cooling vs. conventional systems. Additionally, 
innovative system designs can lower the cost of installation of GHPs. 
  
Improvements should address key barriers that contribute to the high cost of GHP installation 
and operation, as well as increase the overall energy savings of using GHPs in lieu of 
conventional heating and cooling systems. 
  
Grant applications should (1) thoroughly describe the proposed system design or component and 
how it relates to GHP development; (2) show a sound technical approach to accomplish the 
proposed R&D objectives through a well developed project plan, (3) show feasibility of 
proposed work through credible engineering calculations and existing quantitative data, (4) show 
that applicant and participants are capable of comprehensively addressing all aspects of the 
proposed project, (5) show level of participation by project participants as evidenced by letter(s) 
of commitment.  
  
Grant applications are sought in the following subtopics: 
  
a. High Temperature Downhole Logging and Monitoring Tools—Challenging subsurface 
conditions are one of the barriers to an accelerated ramp-up of geothermal energy generation.  To 
address this challenge, grant applications are sought to develop logging and monitoring tools that 
are capable of tolerating extreme environments of high temperatures and pressures.  The 
instruments of interest include, but are not limited to, temperature and pressure sensors, flow 
meters, fluid samplers, inclination and direction sensors, acoustic instruments (high and low 
frequency), resistivity probes, natural gamma ray detectors, epithermal neutron scattering 
gauges, rock density gauges (gamma and sonic), casing monitoring devices (e.g. cement bond 
logs and casing collar locators), fluid conductivity, pH indicators and well dimension probes 
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(caliper).  The target temperatures and pressures for these logging and monitoring tools should 
be supercritical conditions (374° C and 220 bar for pure water), and the tools may be used at 
depths of up to 10,000 meters.   
  
Questions – Contact Raymond Fortuna, 202-586-1711, raymond.fortuna@ee.doe.gov. 
  
b. Cements for EGS Applications—While conventional geothermal wells experience large 
temperature rises during production, EGS wells experience large temperature drops at the bottom 
of the well during the stimulation process, due to the cooling effect of the injected water. This 
temperature drop may be in the neighborhood of 350°F.  This unique situation causes significant 
stress and potential failure of the cement sheath if conventional cement systems are utilized.  To 
address this issue, grant applications are sought for the research, design, development, testing, 
and demonstration of a cement system for the high temperature and stress conditions of an EGS 
wellbore.  Proposed approaches may define cement formulations that would be used by the 
geothermal industry to place the cement within a long string of casings; such approaches should 
focus on preventing a premature set and maintaining a strong seal at the shoe (so that 
stimulations may be performed through the casing).  
  
Questions – Contact Raymond Fortuna, 202-586-1711, raymond.fortuna@ee.doe.gov. 
  
c. Drilling Systems—High upfront costs, largely due to high drilling costs, are a major barrier to 
expanded geothermal energy production in the United States.  Therefore, grant applications are 
sought to reduce drilling costs by developing a drilling technology (horizontal and/or directional) 
that is capable of drilling three times faster than conventional rotary drilling.  Approaches of 
interest include, but are not limited to the design and development of improved drilling fluids (to 
reduce frictional viscosity and remove cuttings), high-performance bottom-hole assemblies (e.g., 
collars, bent subs, drill bits), and downhole motors (to control wellbore orientation).  Proposed 
approaches must demonstrate reliable operation and equipment durability that exceeds the 
performance of conventional equipment at depths up to 10,000 meters and temperatures up to 
300o C.   
  
Questions – Contact Raymond Fortuna, 202-586-1711, raymond.fortuna@ee.doe.gov. 
  
d. Fracture Characterization Technologies—Subsurface imaging is an important part of 
creating a productive EGS reservoir, which requires visualization before, during, and after 
creation.  In order to advance technology and reduce the upfront risk to geothermal projects, 
more robust subsurface imaging technologies must be developed.  Grant applications are sought 
to develop improved downhole and remote imaging methods to characterize fractures.  Fracture 
characterization includes prediction of fracture and stress orientation prior to drilling (needed to 
properly orient horizontal wells); determination of fracture location, spacing, and orientation 
(while drilling); and determination of the location of open fractures (after stimulation), in order 
to identify the location of fluid flow pathways within the enhanced geothermal reservoir. 
 Proposed approaches should address robust methods for interpreting and imaging the 
subsurface, including but not limited to, the development of active or passive seismic, processing 
software, and joint inversion of geophysical techniques.  
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the greater EGS system must be expressed clearly.  Approaches can be targeted at any of the 
multi-step project stages for technology development:  from design concept, through scale model 
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development (if applicable), to laboratory testing, field testing, and commercial scale 
demonstrations.  
  
Grant applications should (1) thoroughly describe the proposed subsystem or component and 
how it relates to EGS development and the Geothermal Technologies Program Multi-Year 
Research, Development and Demonstration (MYRD&D) Plan, (2) present a sound technical 
approach to accomplish the proposed R&D objectives through a well developed project plan, (3) 
demonstrate the expected feasibility of the proposed approach through credible engineering 
calculations and existing quantitative data, (4) provide evidence that the applicant and other team 
members are capable of comprehensively addressing all aspects of the proposed project, and (5) 
provide letter(s) of commitment to demonstrate the level of participation by project participants.  
  
The Geothermal Technologies Program also seeks to promote the development of technologies 
to improve ground source heat pumps, also known as geothermal heat pumps (GHPs).  
Geothermal heat pumps use the relatively constant temperature of Earth’s subsurface to heat 
homes and buildings in the winter and cool them in the summer by circulating fluid through an 
underground heat exchanging loop. GHPs provide a net electricity and energy savings by using 
the earth as a heat sink in hot weather and a heat source in cold weather. Improved component 
technology and innovative designs will improve the performance of GHPs, resulting in a higher 
level of efficiency reached by the GHP unit itself, as well as achieving even higher energy 
savings through the use of GHPs for heating and cooling vs. conventional systems. Additionally, 
innovative system designs can lower the cost of installation of GHPs. 
  
Improvements should address key barriers that contribute to the high cost of GHP installation 
and operation, as well as increase the overall energy savings of using GHPs in lieu of 
conventional heating and cooling systems. 
  
Grant applications should (1) thoroughly describe the proposed system design or component and 
how it relates to GHP development; (2) show a sound technical approach to accomplish the 
proposed R&D objectives through a well developed project plan, (3) show feasibility of 
proposed work through credible engineering calculations and existing quantitative data, (4) show 
that applicant and participants are capable of comprehensively addressing all aspects of the 
proposed project, (5) show level of participation by project participants as evidenced by letter(s) 
of commitment.  
  
Grant applications are sought in the following subtopics: 
  
a. High Temperature Downhole Logging and Monitoring Tools—Challenging subsurface 
conditions are one of the barriers to an accelerated ramp-up of geothermal energy generation.  To 
address this challenge, grant applications are sought to develop logging and monitoring tools that 
are capable of tolerating extreme environments of high temperatures and pressures.  The 
instruments of interest include, but are not limited to, temperature and pressure sensors, flow 
meters, fluid samplers, inclination and direction sensors, acoustic instruments (high and low 
frequency), resistivity probes, natural gamma ray detectors, epithermal neutron scattering 
gauges, rock density gauges (gamma and sonic), casing monitoring devices (e.g. cement bond 
logs and casing collar locators), fluid conductivity, pH indicators and well dimension probes 
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Questions – Contact Raymond Fortuna, 202-586-1711, raymond.fortuna@ee.doe.gov. 
  
e. Working Fluids for Binary Power Plants—Binary power plants are rapidly becoming a 
major part of the geothermal industry, due to increased development of lower temperature 
geothermal resources.  To address cost barriers associated with the working fluids in these binary 
power plants, grant applications are sought to (1) identify non-azeotropic mixtures of working 
fluids for improved utilization of available energy in subcritical cycles; (2) characterize the 
composition and thermophysical and transport properties of those mixtures; (3) identify working 
fluids for supercritical cycles and trilateral cycles; and (4) characterize the composition, 
thermophysical, and transport properties of those working fluids.  Proposed approaches may 
address working fluids or mixtures of working fluids with the potential for greater energy 
conversion efficiency than conventional working fluids, such as isobutane or refrigerants. 
  
Questions – Contact Raymond Fortuna, 202-586-1711, raymond.fortuna@ee.doe.gov. 
 
f. GHP Component R&D—High initial costs have been identified as a key barrier to 
widespread GHP deployment.  To address this barrier, applications are sought to improve GHP 
components to increase efficiency as well as energy savings as compared to conventional 
systems. Applications may address but are not limited to: variable-speed (VS) components, 
advanced sensors and controls (including water flow sensing), electronic expansion valves, heat 
exchange (HX) design and fluids, system optimization, unit control algorithms, and load 
management tools. 
  
Questions – Contact Raymond Fortuna, 202-586-1711, raymond.fortuna@ee.doe.gov 

g. Innovative System/Loop Designs—One of the main barriers in GHP technology is the high 
cost of drilling and loop installation. Applications are sought for innovative system/loop designs 
that reduce the costs of system and/or loop installation, through new design layouts, system 
components, materials, and/or methods. 
  
Questions – Contact Raymond Fortuna, 202-586-1711, raymond.fortuna@ee.doe.gov 
  
REFERENCES: 
  
Subtopic a - High Temperature Downhole Logging and Monitoring Tools 
  
1.      Multi-Year Research, Development, and Demonstration Plan: 2009-2015 with Program 

Activities to 2025, (2008), Geothermal Technologies Program, U.S. Department of Energy. 
(Full Text available at: http://www1.eere.energy.gov/geothermal/plans.html) 

  
2.      Blankenship, D. et al, “Development of a High-Temperature Diagnostics-While-Drilling 

Tool”. Sandia Report SAND2009-0248, Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM, 
2009. (Full text available at: 
http://www1.eere.energy.gov/geothermal/pdfs/ht_dwd_tools.pdf) 
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(caliper).  The target temperatures and pressures for these logging and monitoring tools should 
be supercritical conditions (374° C and 220 bar for pure water), and the tools may be used at 
depths of up to 10,000 meters.   
  
Questions – Contact Raymond Fortuna, 202-586-1711, raymond.fortuna@ee.doe.gov. 
  
b. Cements for EGS Applications—While conventional geothermal wells experience large 
temperature rises during production, EGS wells experience large temperature drops at the bottom 
of the well during the stimulation process, due to the cooling effect of the injected water. This 
temperature drop may be in the neighborhood of 350°F.  This unique situation causes significant 
stress and potential failure of the cement sheath if conventional cement systems are utilized.  To 
address this issue, grant applications are sought for the research, design, development, testing, 
and demonstration of a cement system for the high temperature and stress conditions of an EGS 
wellbore.  Proposed approaches may define cement formulations that would be used by the 
geothermal industry to place the cement within a long string of casings; such approaches should 
focus on preventing a premature set and maintaining a strong seal at the shoe (so that 
stimulations may be performed through the casing).  
  
Questions – Contact Raymond Fortuna, 202-586-1711, raymond.fortuna@ee.doe.gov. 
  
c. Drilling Systems—High upfront costs, largely due to high drilling costs, are a major barrier to 
expanded geothermal energy production in the United States.  Therefore, grant applications are 
sought to reduce drilling costs by developing a drilling technology (horizontal and/or directional) 
that is capable of drilling three times faster than conventional rotary drilling.  Approaches of 
interest include, but are not limited to the design and development of improved drilling fluids (to 
reduce frictional viscosity and remove cuttings), high-performance bottom-hole assemblies (e.g., 
collars, bent subs, drill bits), and downhole motors (to control wellbore orientation).  Proposed 
approaches must demonstrate reliable operation and equipment durability that exceeds the 
performance of conventional equipment at depths up to 10,000 meters and temperatures up to 
300o C.   
  
Questions – Contact Raymond Fortuna, 202-586-1711, raymond.fortuna@ee.doe.gov. 
  
d. Fracture Characterization Technologies—Subsurface imaging is an important part of 
creating a productive EGS reservoir, which requires visualization before, during, and after 
creation.  In order to advance technology and reduce the upfront risk to geothermal projects, 
more robust subsurface imaging technologies must be developed.  Grant applications are sought 
to develop improved downhole and remote imaging methods to characterize fractures.  Fracture 
characterization includes prediction of fracture and stress orientation prior to drilling (needed to 
properly orient horizontal wells); determination of fracture location, spacing, and orientation 
(while drilling); and determination of the location of open fractures (after stimulation), in order 
to identify the location of fluid flow pathways within the enhanced geothermal reservoir. 
 Proposed approaches should address robust methods for interpreting and imaging the 
subsurface, including but not limited to, the development of active or passive seismic, processing 
software, and joint inversion of geophysical techniques.  
  

(b) Titles of Relevant CPC Classes
Technology Example

Distance ptile. CPC Titles
1 Geophysics; gravitational measurements

Positive-displacement machines for liquids; pumps
Collection, production or use of heat

10 Electric heating; electric lighting
Static electricity; naturally-occurring electricity
Cyclically operating valves for machines or engines

20 Installations or methods for obtaining, collecting, or distributing water
Computer systems based on specific computational models
Vehicles, vehicle fittings, or vehicle parts

Notes: Topic #4 from the FY2010 Release 1 Funding Opportunity Announcement. Titles are
based on the CPC subgroups.
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Figure A.4: FOA Example #3–Data Management

(a) FOA Text
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1)      Categorization of SSD failure modes - The rate of deployment of SSDs in HPC 
environments will be artificially slowed until a better understanding of the failure modes of this 
new class of storage is achieved.  Proposed approaches should categorize the type of failure 
(wire bond, cell wear-out, or other failure) and determine how the failures would be detected 
and/or repaired in a composite device fielded in an HPC environment.  
 
2)      Use of SSD for node-local storage, for faster (localized) checkpoint/restart (CPR) - If 
transient failures cause nodes to die, then SSD could be a viable approach for fault-resilience. 
 However, for nodes subjected to hard-failures, the use of SSD could produce an even higher 
node failure rate, due to the inherent failure characteristics of the SSD; in this case, the SSD 
approach would not be viable for CPR.  Approaches of interest should collect and analyze data 
on the known failure modes of existing SSD components vis-a-vis node failure modes, in order 
to determine if SSD presents an effective alternative to the checkpoint/restart of a shared file 
system. 
 
3)      Use of SSD for scalable out-of-core applications - Although node-local disk systems have 
been used to support some applications that use out-of-core algorithms (such as some 
components of NWChem), the failure rates of spinning disks have rendered this practice 
unfeasible.  Rather, central file systems are used to support these out-of-core applications, greatly 
affecting their scalability.  Approaches are sought to determine whether local SSD might be 
reliable enough to enable a scalable approach to out-of-core processing.   
 
4)      Use of SSD for metadata servers - Metadata servers subject disk subsystems to many very 
small transactions, a feature that is very difficult to support with existing mechanical/spinning-
disk based systems.  SSDs might respond better to the random-access patterns required for 
metadata servers, but may not perform as well for write functions.  Approaches of interest should 
analyze the data access patterns of a typical HPC Lustre metadata server and, using an SSD 
performance model, determine how well an SSD-based system would respond to a metadata 
server load.  
 
5)      Use of SSD for accelerated caching for the front-end of large-scale disk arrays – The 
use of SSDs in caching for large-scale disk arrays is an emerging technology that is not well 
understood.  Approaches are sought to determine of both its performance potential when 
subjected to real workloads and its fault resilience.  
 
b. Data Management Tools for Automatically Generating I/O Libraries—Database-like, 
self-describing, portable binary file formats, such as Network Command Data Form (NetCDF) 
and Hierarchical Data Format (HDF), greatly enhance scientific I/O systems by raising the level 
of abstraction for data storage to very high-level semantics (of data schemas and relationships 
between data objects stored) rather than low-level details of the location of each byte of the data 
stored in the file.  However, both NetCDF and HDF5 still rely on very complex APIs to describe 
the data schema, and many performance pitfalls can arise if the APIs are not used in an optimal 
manner.  Consequently, application developers must invest considerable effort in creating their 
own “shim” I/O APIs that are specific to their applications, in order to hide the complexity of the 
general-purpose APIs of NetCDF and HDF5.  
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a. Turn-Key HPC in the Cloud—An HPC environment, pre-packaged as a turnkey solution for 
cloud services, would enable DOE users, academic institutions, and even private companies  to 
purchase access to cloud computing services in a pay-as-you-compute manner.  Hence, grant 
applications are sought for innovative pay-as-you-go cloud HPC environments.  Approaches of 
interest include, but are not limited to, the development and sale of pre-configured compute 
nodes for (1) existing systems, (2) software packages that run on the user's system and virtualize 
access to remote and distributed cloud computing resources, and (3) full-fledged web portals that 
implement a Software-as-a-Service (SAS) model to virtualize access to back-end cloud services. 
   
 REFERENCES: 
  
1. Constantinos Evangelinos and Chris N. Hill. “Cloud Computing for parallel Scientific HPC 

Applications: Feasibility of running Coupled Atmosphere-Ocean Climate Models on 
Amazon’s EC2”, Cloud Computing and Applications Conference, October 2008. (Full text 
at: http://www.cca08.org/papers/Paper34-Chris-Hill.pdf)  

  
2. “Cloud Computing Helps Scientists Run High Energy Physics Experiments”, DOE/Argonne 

National Laboratory, ScienceDaily, Mar. 25, 2009. (Full text at: 
http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2009/03/090324131552.htm)  

 
 
38.  DATA MANAGEMENT AND STORAGE  

  
a. Green Storage for HPC with Solid State Disk Technologies:  From Caching to Metadata 
Servers—Most solid-state storage devices (SSDs) use non-volatile flash memory, which is made 
from silicon chips, instead of using spinning metal platters (as in hard disk drives) or streaming 
tape.  By providing random access directly to data, the delays inherent in electro-mechanical 
drives are eliminated.  The common consumer versions, known as flash drives, are compact and 
fairly rugged.  Advantages attributed to SSDs include higher data transfer rates, smaller storage 
footprint, lower power and cooling requirements, faster I/O response times (up to 1000 times 
faster than mechanical drives), improved I/O operations per second (IOPS), and less wasted 
capacity. 
 
Furthermore, upcoming processor chip designs from Intel and AMD will include SSD/FLASH 
controllers built on-board the CPU chip, in order to improve integration for laptop and embedded 
applications.  Such technology is likely to enable a localized checkpoint-restart capability to 
mitigate increased transient failure rates on future ultra-scale computing systems.  This increased 
level of hardware integration makes it clear that x86 server nodes, which incorporate SSD 
directly onto the node, are on the horizon.   
 
In view of these developments, the DOE seeks to improve its understanding of the implications 
of SSDs for large-scale, tightly-coupled systems in High Performance Computing (HPC) 
environments.  Therefore, grant applications are sought to further develop SSD technology as a 
cost-effective and productive storage solution for future HPC systems, including, but not limited 
to:   
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Grant applications are sought to develop software tools that not only would enable rapid 
prototyping of high-level data schemas but also would automatically generate a high-level API 
for presentation to application developers, thereby hiding the complexity of the low-level 
NetCDF and HDF5 APIs for managing the file format.  Such tools also might use auto-tuning 
techniques to find the best performing implementation of an I/O method. 
 
c. Integration of Scientific File Representations with Object Database Management 
Systems—Scientific file formats like Network Command Data Form (NetCDF) and Hierarchical 
Data Format (HDF5) have capabilities that closely match those of commercial Object Database 
Management Systems (ODBMS); yet, commercial ODBMSs provide much more sophisticated 
data management tools than are available to users of NetCDF and HDF5.  Unfortunately, 
ODBMSs are not designed to accommodate parallel writes to the same data entry from multiple 
parallel writers.  Furthermore, database storage formats are opaque and non-portable, and no file 
standard exists to facilitate the movement of data from one database system to another.  By 
contrast, NetCDF and HDF5 both offer open, standardized formats and portable, self-describing 
binary formats for storing data represented as Object Databases.  
 
Grant applications are sought to develop tools that enable seamless transfer of data from 
ODBMSs to self-describing scientific data file formats such as NetCDF and HDF5 and vice-
versa.  Approaches of interest should (1) enable a level of tool integration and migration in the 
commercial space that currently is not available, and (2) offer the scientific community access to 
a broad array of robust data management tools and much more powerful query-driven data 
analysis capabilities. 
  
REFERENCES: 
  
Subtopic a - Green Storage for HPC with Solid State Disk Technologies:  From Caching to 
Metadata Servers 
 
1. Milo Polte, Jiri Simsa and Garth Gibson. “Comparing Performance of Solid State Devices 

and Mechanical Disks” Carnegie Mellon University School of Computer Science, Pittsburgh, 
PA, (2008). (Full text at: http://www.pdsi-
scidac.org/events/PDSW08/resources/papers/simsa_PDSW.pdf) 

  
2. Henry M. Monti, Ali R. Butt and Sudharshan S. Vazhkudai. “Just-in-time Staging of Large 

Input Data for Supercomputing Jobs”, Virginia Tech and Oak Ridge National Laboratory, 
(2008). (Full text at: http://www.pdsi-scidac.org/events/PDSW08/resources/papers/monti-
pdsw08.pdf) 

  
3. Storage Networking Industry Association Solid State Storage Initiative. (URL: 

http://www.snia.org/forums/sssi/)  
  
Subtopic b - Data Management Tools for Automatically Generating I/O Libraries 
  
1. HDF5 Home Page. (URL: http://www.hdfgroup.org/HDF5/) 
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1)      Categorization of SSD failure modes - The rate of deployment of SSDs in HPC 
environments will be artificially slowed until a better understanding of the failure modes of this 
new class of storage is achieved.  Proposed approaches should categorize the type of failure 
(wire bond, cell wear-out, or other failure) and determine how the failures would be detected 
and/or repaired in a composite device fielded in an HPC environment.  
 
2)      Use of SSD for node-local storage, for faster (localized) checkpoint/restart (CPR) - If 
transient failures cause nodes to die, then SSD could be a viable approach for fault-resilience. 
 However, for nodes subjected to hard-failures, the use of SSD could produce an even higher 
node failure rate, due to the inherent failure characteristics of the SSD; in this case, the SSD 
approach would not be viable for CPR.  Approaches of interest should collect and analyze data 
on the known failure modes of existing SSD components vis-a-vis node failure modes, in order 
to determine if SSD presents an effective alternative to the checkpoint/restart of a shared file 
system. 
 
3)      Use of SSD for scalable out-of-core applications - Although node-local disk systems have 
been used to support some applications that use out-of-core algorithms (such as some 
components of NWChem), the failure rates of spinning disks have rendered this practice 
unfeasible.  Rather, central file systems are used to support these out-of-core applications, greatly 
affecting their scalability.  Approaches are sought to determine whether local SSD might be 
reliable enough to enable a scalable approach to out-of-core processing.   
 
4)      Use of SSD for metadata servers - Metadata servers subject disk subsystems to many very 
small transactions, a feature that is very difficult to support with existing mechanical/spinning-
disk based systems.  SSDs might respond better to the random-access patterns required for 
metadata servers, but may not perform as well for write functions.  Approaches of interest should 
analyze the data access patterns of a typical HPC Lustre metadata server and, using an SSD 
performance model, determine how well an SSD-based system would respond to a metadata 
server load.  
 
5)      Use of SSD for accelerated caching for the front-end of large-scale disk arrays – The 
use of SSDs in caching for large-scale disk arrays is an emerging technology that is not well 
understood.  Approaches are sought to determine of both its performance potential when 
subjected to real workloads and its fault resilience.  
 
b. Data Management Tools for Automatically Generating I/O Libraries—Database-like, 
self-describing, portable binary file formats, such as Network Command Data Form (NetCDF) 
and Hierarchical Data Format (HDF), greatly enhance scientific I/O systems by raising the level 
of abstraction for data storage to very high-level semantics (of data schemas and relationships 
between data objects stored) rather than low-level details of the location of each byte of the data 
stored in the file.  However, both NetCDF and HDF5 still rely on very complex APIs to describe 
the data schema, and many performance pitfalls can arise if the APIs are not used in an optimal 
manner.  Consequently, application developers must invest considerable effort in creating their 
own “shim” I/O APIs that are specific to their applications, in order to hide the complexity of the 
general-purpose APIs of NetCDF and HDF5.  
 

(b) Titles of Relevant CPC Classes
Technology Example

Distance ptile. CPC Titles
1 Electric digital data processing

Apparatus or arrangements for taking photographs or for projecting or viewing them
Transmission of digital information, e.g. telegraphic communication

10 Information and communication technology adapted for specific application fields
Radio-controlled time-pieces
Secret communication; jamming of communication

20 Presses in general
Production of cellulose by removing non-cellulose substances
Methods of steam generation; steam boilers

Notes: Topic #38 from the FY2010 Release 1 Funding Opportunity Announcement. Titles
are based on the CPC subgroups.
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B Other Estimation & Data Notes

B.1 R&D Stock Construction

We use standard perpetual inventory methods to construct the stock of R&D investments:
Kjt = Ijt + (1− ρ)Kj(t−1) where Ijt is the investment flow and ρ is the discount rate. In our
preferred specifications we use no discounting, as it gives us the most conservative estimates.
All dollar values are adjusted for inflation using the 2018 Consumer Price Index.

B.2 Approximating Elasticities when Negative Numbers are Present

The following demonstrates the usefulness of the “demeaning” transformation to handle the
fact that our instrumental variable, the stock of state match windfall investments, can take
on negative values and we are interested in estimating elasticities directly in the negative
binomial regression. For the purpose of clarity, consider the following analogous “log-log”
linear regression models:.

log(Yj) = α + log(Xj)β + εj,

β =
∂ log(Yj)

∂ log(Xj)
=
∂Yj
∂Xj

Xj

Yj
;

(B.2)

log(Yj) = α̃ +
Xj

X
θ + ε̃j,

θ =
∂ log(Yj)

∂
Xj

X

=
∂Yj
∂Xj

X

Yj
.

(B.3)

Below the regression models, which relate the dependent variable Y to the independent
variable X, we also define the coefficients of interest: β and θ. Eq. B.2 shows the useful
result that average elasticities are estimated directly when using the log-log transformation.
In the case of Eq. B.3, a similar coefficient is estimated, although now instead of estimating
a “mean elasticity” given by β, the θ coefficient describes the elasticity across all values of
Yj, but at the sample mean of Xj, denoted here by X.

In practice, we assume that any difference between these two parameters is negligible. To mo-
tivate this assumption, the following shows that θ approximates β. Substituting a first order
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Taylor series approximation of log(Xj) around X, log(X) +
Xj−X

X
into Eq. B.2 yields:

log(Yj) ≈ α +
(
log(X) +

Xj −X
X

)
β + εj,

log(Yj) ≈
[
α + log(X)β − β

]
+
Xj

X
β + εj,

(B.4)

where
[
α + log(X)β − β

]
≈ α̃, mapping to Eq. B.3.

B.3 Calculating Implied Average Marginal Costs

Our regressions yield estimates of the output elasticity of SBIR funding based on variation
across CPC class-years. However, arriving at policy-relevant statistics such as the average
marginal cost of a patent is not straightforward. In a traditional firm-level cross-section of
data, one could simply construct the expected marginal cost for each observation and then
average over all observations to arrive at such an estimate. The issue here is that we are
estimating CPC class-level elasticities, but in reality, investments by the DoE are made at
the grant level, with decisions revolving around which FOA topics should receive more or less
investment. Thus, simply averaging across CPC classes is not necessarily informative because
our target counterfactual is to predict what will happen if the DoE marginally increases the
amount of funding awarded via a particular FOA topic. This issue is further complicated by
the fact that in our full model (Eq. 4), we have multiple elasticities corresponding to each
technological distance bin (the θb parameters).

To illustrate our approach to handling these issues and arriving at policy-relevant statistics,
first note that given patent flows P , R&D stocks K, and single elasticity estimate θ, the
implied class-year (jt) level marginal cost of increasing patent flows by one is: 1/(θ × Pjt ×
1

Kjt
) ≡MCjt.3

Instead of simply averaging MCjt over all jt, we make use of the fact that we know which
CPC classes each FOA topic directs funding towards. Let wjk be an indicator variable that
equals one if CPC class j is deemed relevant to the funding from FOA topic k, per our text
similarity approach. With these weights wjk, we can estimate a k-specific weighted average
of MCjt for each FOA topic:

∑
jtMCjtwjk/

∑
jtwjk. Then, by averaging over the roughly

1,000 FOA topics in our data, we can arrive at value that more closely approximates the
true average cost of increasing the flow rate of patents by one.

3This clearly is undefined for zero-valued patent flows or investment stocks, but elsewhere in the Appendix
we report results where we estimate the θ parameters using only non-zero observations and obtain very similar
estimates, which indicates that our assumption of a constant elasticity is reasonable.
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Lastly, we must accommodate the fact that we have multiple θ estimates, one for each
technological distance bin in Eq. 4, and also for the fact that our goal is to arrive at an
estimate of the marginal cost per patent (not the marginal cost of increasing the annual
patent flow rate by one). To the first point, the additive separability of the production
function implies that we can simply sum over the multiple MCjt values calculated for each
bin. However, since our data construction approach evenly divides funding across all bins,
we modify MCjt to be: 1/(θb × Pjt × 1

Kb
jt
× 1

Nb ), where b indexes bins and N b indicates the
number of bins. This captures the fact that when the DoE invests a marginal dollar, equal
portions of that dollar flow into each of the N b bins. In the final step, we convert marginal
costs of increasing the flow rate into marginal costs of a single patent by simply summing
up the net increase in patent flows to be expected if we followed the observation for the
remainder of the sample period, mimicking a firm-level analysis of how SBIR funding would
increase the stock of patents a firm produces (e.g., Howell 2017).

B.4 Estimating Within-US Travel Costs

Although geographic distance separates inventors, the implication of much empirical work on
the geographic distribution of invention (e.g., Agrawal et al. 2017) is that the costs of human
travel, not geographic distance per se, constrains the flow of ideas. It is beyond the scope
of this paper to estimate highly accurate travel costs given the high dimensionality of the
data and numerous modes of transportation possible. However, we make new strides in this
direction by: (1) focusing on U.S. county-to-county pairs as semi-dense yet computationally
tractable set of regions to focus on; (2) using U.S. Internal Revenue Service (IRS) driving
mileage rates to approximate driving costs between all counties4; (3) using the Department
of Transportation (DoT) Airline Origin and Destination Survey (DBIB) to obtain negotiated
airfare rates between all U.S. airports; (4) NBER Place Distance Database; and (5) solving
for the minimum cost of traveling between each county pair in the U.S. using the minimum
of either these approximate costs of driving directly, or driving to the nearest airports and
flying.5 Then, by taking the set of counties where DoE SBIR grants (that focus on a partic-
ular technology class) are awarded as the focal set of counties, we can calculate the average
cost of making a round trip to these focal counties for individuals in all other counties.

We define the mode of transit based on the proximity of the origin and destination county to
an airport. This defines four possible paths: (i) origin county with an airport to destination
county with an airport; (ii) origin county without an airport to destination county with an

4As well as an estimate of the conversion between geographic distance and driving distance.
5DoT data is available at: http://bit.ly/2RSwkG1. NBER data is available at: http://bit.ly/2U6TtHk.

IRS data is available at: http://bit.ly/37wuVvl.
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airport; (iii) origin county with an airport to destination county without an airport; and
(iv) origin county without an airport to destination county without an airport. For (i),
we simply use the average annual market fares reported in DB1B to compute the travel
cost. For the paths that include a county without an airport, we add the cost of driving
from the center of a county without an airport to the center of the closest county with an
airport. We rely on the mileage – as reported by NBER – and the IRS standard mileage
reimbursement rate to compute this driving cost. For the total cost, we add the ground and
air transportation accordingly. For all cost measures, we adjust for inflation using the 2017
CPI adjusted index.

Because fares are not observable for all possible airport-pairs, we impute fares using observed
data as follows: for airports a and b, we estimate the cost of a round trip flight using the
following regression:

fareab = αa + βb + geographic distancec(a),c(b)δ + εab, (B.5)

where α and β are airport fixed effects, c(·) defines the county that an airport is located in,
and the parameter δ describes how fares grow with the distance traveled. Then we use the
estimated values of α, β, and δ to predict fares both in-sample (where we observe fareab)
and out-of-sample (where we do not observe fareab, but we do observe at least two fares for
a and/or b). These imputed fares are then used in our main analyses.

B.5 Additional Data Sources

The following outlines data used in the search for correlates of spillovers at the domestic and
international levels as discussed in Section 5.

B.5.1 BEA Economic Area Data

US Cluster Mapping: The majority of features we use to describe US economic areas
was obtained from the US Cluster Mapping project (www.clustermapping.us; Delgado et al.
2016)

Universities and colleges: Location and average total annual R&D funding for major US
universities and colleges was obtained from the National Science Foundation’s Higher Edu-
cation Research and Development Survey (HERD; www.nsf.gov/statistics/srvyherd).

Federally Funded R&D Centers (FFRDC): The locations of all FFRDCs was obtained
from the National Science Foundation (www.nsf.gov/statistics/ffrdclist).
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Nuclear reactors: The locations and types of all operating nuclear reactors was obtained
from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (www.nrc.gov/info-finder/reactors/index.html).

Travel costs: See B.4.

B.5.2 International Data

World Development Indicators (WDI): The majority of features we use to describe
countries was obtained from theWorld Bank’s WDI (datacatalog.worldbank.org/dataset/world-
development-indicators).

Geography and travel: Geographic and travel distances between countries was obtained
using the GeoDist database created by the Centre d’Études Prospectives et d’Informations
Internationales (Mayer and Zignago 2011).

Trade: Bilateral trade flows between all in-sample countries and the US was obtained via
the UN Comtrade Database (comtrade.un.org).

FDI: Data on Foreign Direct Investments (FDI) to/from the US was obtained from the US
BEA (www.bea.gov/international/di1fdibal).

Migrant stocks: International Migrant Stocks of all US-country pairs was obtained from the
UN Population Division (www.un.org/development/desa/pd/content/international-migrant-
stock).
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C State Match Policies

C.1 Isolating the Windfall Funding

The variation in funding across technology classes is due to the variation in funding across
FOAs. The total amount I invested into each FOA k in a year t is the sum of federal awards
I fedkt and any matching funds awarded by states Imatch

kt . We are concerned that the federal
investments are endogenous, in that they may be correlated with unobservable productivity
or demand shocks. And because the state matches are all functions of federal investments,
we cannot assume that all of the variation due to state matches is exogenous.

But, we can isolate the variation in state match investments across FOAs that arises only
due the distribution of SBIR grant winners across states with and without matching policies.
To do this, we first note that we can write match investments Imatch

kt as a function of federal
investments I fedkt :

Imatch
kt = α + I fedkt γt +Wkt if I fedkt > 0, (C.6)

where α is a constant and the parameter γt captures the fact that all (year-specific) matching
programs are a linear transformation of federal awards (i.e., if all have states a 50% matching
rate and received the same level of federal investments, then γ = 0.5).6 If we estimate Eq.
C.6 via OLS, our estimate of γt will be the average of match rates across the country in
year t, weighted by the amount of I fedkt invested in each state. The residual Wkt – which we
term the state match windfall – arises because firms working on different technologies are
differentially concentrated in states with or without matching programs. Therefore, our key
identification assumption is that this distribution of firms and state policies are not related
to any unobservable productivity or demand shocks. In other words, it cannot be the case
that more (less) productive firms working on technologies with larger (smaller) unobservable
productivity shocks are concentrated in states with larger (smaller) matching rates.

We know the true grant-level match rates for each state, which is how we construct Imatch
kt .

But, we must estimate the effective “FOA-level” match rates, the γt parameters, from the
data. To ensure that each observation’s windfall estimate is not driven by that observation’s
role in determining our estimate of these γt parameters, we take a jackknife approach in the
spirit of Angrist et al. (1999) and construct our windfall estimates as:

Wkt = Imatch
kt − α̂−k − I fedkt γ̂

−k
t , (C.7)

6In practice, many states programs operate as lump sum matches. But because the size of Phase I and
Phase II awards is largely standardized, this is effectively equivalent to the states setting a match rate.
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where α̂−k and γ̂−kt are our estimates of those parameters from estimating Eq. C.6 while
excluding FOA k from the regression.

C.2 Comparison of States with SBIR Match Policies

In this subsection, we test two hypotheses: (1) state-years with SBIR match programs do
not systematically differ in the amount of federal funding awarded to the firms location in
that state-year, and (2) small firms are not more or less likely to relocate into or out of
state-years that have enacted an SBIR matching program.

To test the first hypothesis, we estimate the following regression model at the state-year st
level:

SBIR Fundingst = Match Statusstβ + τt + εst , (C.8)

where a significant estimate of the β would reject our hypothesis of the null. We explore three
measures of a stat-years’ match status: (1) whether there is any match, and then whether
the match rate is (2) above the median or (3) below the median. As shown in Table C.1,
which uses two different measures of SBIR funding (total funding in cols. 1–4 and funding
per capita in cols. 5–8), state-years with match policies appear to generally receive less
federal SBIR funding, but in no specification do we estimate a statistically significant value
for β. This gives us confidence that there are not significant differences in the SBIR-involved
firms residing in states with or without the match programs, as our identification strategy
assumes.

Table C.1: Federal DoE SBIR Flows by State Match Status

SBIR $M SBIR $M per capita
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Any –0.366 –0.589 –0.719 –0.357
match (0.280) (0.402) (1.131) (0.305)

High –0.375 –0.573 0.0913 –0.311
match (0.372) (0.568) (1.102) (0.369)

Low –0.396 –0.633 –1.591 –0.393
match (0.358) (0.473) (1.491) (0.453)

N 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000
R2 0.038 0.039 0.031 0.034
Year FE Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y
Model OLS, ihs PPML OLS, ihs PPML OLS, ihs PPML OLS, ihs PPML

To test the second hypothesis – that small firms are not moving into or out of states with
matching programs – we use data from the National Establishment Time Series to estimate
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the following model of firms’ location:

1{Locationist} = Match StatusstβDoE(i) + αi + σs + τt + εst (C.9)

where firm-state-year observations are indexed by ist, 1{Locationist} is a dummy variable
indicating that firm i resides in state s in year t, Match Statusst is again a dummy variable
indicating whether state s has a matching program in place in year t, and αi, σs, τt are firm,
state, and year fixed effects sometimes included in the models.

All firms in the sample win an SBIR award at some time from the DoE or any of the other
major federal agencies. We can observe firms’ locations from the time they first appear in
the National Establishment Time Series data onwards, and can match about 80% of ever-
SBIR-winners. We allow firms response to vary as a function of whether they ever receive a
DoE award or not, as indicated by the βDoE(i) parameter.

Table C.2 reports the results of these regressions. Regardless of how much we saturate the
model (or not) with fixed effects, we find no meaningful association between the movement
of these award winners and the state matching policies. This suggests that the firms winning
awards in states with matching policies likely did not relocate their firm to the state because
of the matching policies or any of the underlying economic or political forces that motivated
the enactment of those policies.

Table C.2: Small Firm Locations per State Match Status

(1) (2) (3)
Never DoE SBIR –0.00964 –0.000216 –0.000201
× State Match (0.00575) (0.000441) (0.000443)

Ever DoE SBIR –0.0104 –0.000936 –0.00107
× State Match (0.00561) (0.00117) (0.00126)

N 7,006,300 7,006,300 7,006,300
R2 0.001 0.046 0.046
Year FE Y Y Y
State FE Y Y
Firm FE Y
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D Technological Spillover Boundary Search

This section outlines our approach to arriving at an assumption about the boundary of
technological spillovers. This assumption is of the sort motivated by Manski (1993), which is
required to achieve identification of peer effects. For reference, our focal production function
is as follows:

E[Y d
jt |Kb

jt] = exp
(∑

b∈B

Kb
jt

K
θd,b + τ dt

)
. (D.10)

In the context of this model, the question is what should chosen for the maximum techno-
logical distance bin b in B – what is the threshold of the textual similarity score between
an FOA topic and a CPC class beyond which we can safely assume there is not effect of
investment in that FOA topic on the patent flows in that CPC class?

Clarke (2017) tackles this exact question, framing it as a bandwidth selection problem (sim-
ilar to the challenge of determining the optimal bandwidth for regression discontinuity de-
signs). To illustrate the approach, let us instead consider a simple Poisson model:

E[yi |xi] = exp(α + xiβ) .

Letting α̂−i and β̂−i indicate the parameter estimates from a regression where i is ex-
cluded, we construct two predicted values of the outcome to use in the cross validation
procedure:

ŷi = exp(α̂−i + xiβ̂−i),

ỹi = α̂−i + xiβ̂−i.

But instead of obtaining parameter estimates for every i, we simplify the number of com-
putations by following Clarke (2017) and use a “k-fold” approach, setting k to ten as is
commonplace. This approach randomly splits the sample of N observations into ten equal-
size groups and estimates a series of ten regressions, where each group is excluded from
estimation and the resulting parameter estimates are used to form the expected values for
that excluded group.

We test three different measures that are commonly used in practice for assessing the cross
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validation fit of Poisson models:

Mean Squared Error (MSE):
1

N

∑
i

(yi − ŷi)2 ,

Mean Chi-Squared Error (CSE):
1

N

∑
i

(
(yi − ŷi)2/ŷi

)
,

Mean Alternative Error (Alt.):
1

N

∑
i

(−yiỹi + ŷi) ,

where the “Alternative” function is the same function employed in Stata©16’s lasso poisson
command.

Figure D.1 plots the results of the bandwidth searches. For the grant recipients, we observe
a convergence to a minimum at approximately the 60th percentile, and for the rest of the
sets of patents we observe minimums at approximately the 40th percentiles. Thus, we use
these values for the threshold in our main specifications. Clearly, these minimums are not
extremely sharp, and so we also report robustness tests that vary these thresholds but
plus/minus 10 percentiles, but we obtain similar results in all cases.
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Figure D.1: Cross Validation Technological Spillover Boundary Search
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Notes: Plots the standardized cross validation scores from varying the maximum similarity
percentile that determines the boundary of technological spillovers using three different penalty
functions (MSE, CSE, Alternative). Each panel corresponds to a different set of patents used
as the dependent variable.
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E Additional Results, Alternative Specifications, & Ro-

bustness Tests

E.1 CPC-level Average Funding Stocks and Patent Flows

Figure E.1: CPC-level Average Stocks and Flows, by CPC Order
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Figure E.2: CPC-level Average Stocks and Flows, by Rank Order
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E.2 Binned Scatterplots

Figure E.3: Patenting and Funding Conditional on Aggregate Time Trends
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E.3 Alignment with Howell (2017)

When we focus only on the patents produced by grant recipients, our estimates suggest an
average marginal cost of approximately $1.3 million per patent. The estimates from Howell
(2017) indicate that Phase I and Phase II grants lead to anywhere from 30%–80% more
citation-weighted patents. Taking the lower bound of these estimates, and assuming that
these magnitudes are similar for raw patent counts (which Howell 2017 does not report),
which has a mean of 2.0 in that sample, would imply conservative average marginal costs
per patent of $250,000 (= 1/((2.0 × 0.3)/$150, 000)) for Phase I grants and $1.7 million
(= 1/((2.0 × 0.3)/$1, 000, 000)) for Phase II grants. And since roughly one-third of total
DoE SBIR dollars in that sample are awarded via Phase I grants, this suggests an average
marginal cost of $1.2 million on a per-dollar basis.

We think this close overlap supports our empirical approach, and are comfortable focusing
on the most conservative estimates from Howell (2017) because (1) Howell (2017) focuses
on just two of the more “applied” funding offices of the DOE (and we look at all offices,
which may incorporate funding less likely to lead to patents), and (2) our estimate is an
intent-to-treat, since we cannot observe the actual match-based funding awarded.
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E.4 Robustness to Technology-specific Time Trends

Figure E.4: Patent Output Elasticity Estimates with Technology-specific Time Trends
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E.5 Alternative Data Construction and Regression Specifications

Figure E.5 reports the elasticity estimates from a range of specifications for our two ge-
ographic edge cases, with no major departures from the results based on our preferred
specification.

Figure E.5: Patent Output Elasticity Estimates, Alternative Specifications
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The stock-flow knowledge production function model assumes that current investments have
some (possibly discounted) ability to generate output in all future periods. So without
completely altering our empirical model, we cannot obtain estimates of precisely how long it
takes for a dollar to generate a patent on average. However, we can explore this timing issue
partly by altering our assumption about the discount value of the R&D stock. Figure E.6
plots the estimated coefficients from two regressions where we use a non-zero discount rate
on the stock of R&D investments in our production function: 5% and 10%. If production
is relatively short-term, this discounting should not alter our estimates since the meaningful
variation in R&D stocks will not be compressed by the discounting. But we do see the
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estimates from these models tend to move closer to zero by a reasonable amount – roughly
30–50% for some point estimates. With discount rates of 5–10%, it would take roughly five
to seven years to reduce this much variation in a stock, which we take as suggestive evidence
that the most common production lags – the time from DoE investment to the appearance
of new patents – are on this scale.

Figure E.6: Alternative Investment Discounting, Coefficients
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E.6 Additional Results

Comparison to Citation- and Acknowledgement-based Approaches

Figure E.7: Comparison to Citation and Acknowledgement Linkages
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Figure E.8: Alternative Inventor/Firm Attributions
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F Exploration Orientation and other Correlates of R&D

Spillovers

To explore for correlates of R&D spillovers, we use the stability selection procedure proposed
by Meinshausen and Bühlmann (2010). This amounts to performing a series of bootstramp
sampling (we use 100 iterations), where a random half of the sample data is retained and a
Lasso is performed on the subsample. The “Importance” score is then the share of subsamples
in which a variable is selected as relevant by the Lasso. We supplement this process by also
calculating the partial R2 of each variable selected within an iteration (via OLS) and then
calculate the “effective partial R2” by taking the average of the partial R2 values for each
variable across all iterations, where the partial R2 is zero if the variable is not selected by
the Lasso.

Table F.1: Predicting Spillovers & Exploration Orientation across 207 Foreign Countries

Panel (a): Full Sample Selection
Net Spillovers Exploration Orientation
N Features Selected 30 / 213 N Features Selected 5 / 212

R2 0.99 R2 0.72

Panel (b): Stability Selection
Net Spillovers Exploration Orientation

Importance Effective Importance Effective
Feature ∈ [0, 1] partial R2 Feature ∈ [0, 1] partial R2

Exploration orientation 0.65 0.42 Exports: Nuclear tech. 0.75 0.27
Imports: Adv. materials 0.41 0.13 Fixed capital consump. 0.41 0.04
Exports: Nuclear tech. 0.28 0.06 Depository inst. 0.27 0.03

Imports: Aerospace 0.30 0.05 Imports: Flex. mnfg. 0.37 0.03
Imports: Flex. mnfg. 0.13 0.03 FDI: US wholesale trade 0.21 0.02

FDI, net inflows 0.07 0.03 International tourism 0.22 0.02
Imports: Weapons 0.16 0.03 Imports: Adv. materials 0.20 0.02

Secure internet servers 0.13 0.02 Imports: Aerospace 0.12 0.02
Exports: Biotech. 0.11 0.02 Num. secondary students 0.25 0.01
US Migrant stock 0.07 0.02 FDI: US other industries 0.12 0.01

Notes: Panel (a) reports the number of features selected and the R2 of the resulting regression
when the Lasso is applied to the full sample. Panel (b) reports the importance of each feature
as the share of 100 bootstrap samples where the feature is selected by the Lasso, as well as
the effective partial R2 which is the the average partial R2 across all bootstrap subsamples, by
construction set to zero when the feature is not selected. Panel (b) only reports the top ten
features, sorted by effective partial R2. Imports and exports are only based on bilateral trade
with the US.
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Table F.2: Predicting Spillovers & Exploration Orientation across 174 US Economic Areas

Panel (a): Full Sample Selection
Net Spillovers Exploration Orientation
N Features Selected 6 / 49 N Features Selected 2 / 48

R2 0.31 R2 0.03

Panel (b): Stability Selection
Net Spillovers Exploration Orientation

Importance Effective Importance Effective
Feature ∈ [0, 1] partial R2 Feature ∈ [0, 1] partial R2

Exploration orientation 0.48 0.22 FFRDC, Energy 0.28 0.02
Wages 0.50 0.07 Cluster: Auto. 0.46 0.02

Firm sizes 0.77 0.05 FFRDC, any 0.21 0.02
Travel cost 0.76 0.05 Cluster: Prod. Tech. 0.25 0.02
Cluster: IT 0.33 0.05 Univ. R&D funding 0.30 0.02

Pop. density 0.47 0.03 Cluster: IT 0.23 0.01
Venture capital 0.28 0.02 Travel cost 0.41 0.01

Exports 0.40 0.02 R&D per capita 0.18 0.01
Research Nuc. React. 0.21 0.02 Firm sizes 0.18 0.01

FFRDC, Energy 0.22 0.01 Total pop. 0.11 0.01
Labor mobility 0.76 0.01

Notes: Panel (a) reports the number of features selected and the R2 of the resulting regression
when the Lasso is applied to the full sample. Panel (b) reports the importance of each feature
as the share of 100 bootstrap samples where the feature is selected by the Lasso, as well as
the effective partial R2 which is the the average partial R2 across all bootstrap subsamples, by
construction set to zero when the feature is not selected. Panel (b) only reports the top ten
features, sorted by effective partial R2. All results based on 174 observations of US economic
areas.
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